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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
In Rwanda, political regimes that ran the country from 1959 to 1994 advocated for violence
and even made it a governing policy against one part of the population. This sad situation
culminated into the 1994 Rwandan genocide.
Since 1994 the Government of National Unity has used its utmost efforts to eradicate the
violence and the culture of impunity. Despite these efforts, violence is still evident and in
some cases even increasing within the Rwandan post genocide society!
How can we explain the persistence and even worsening state of violence? Is violence
linked to the nature of the Rwandan people and their culture?
We put forward a hypothesis according to which the violence that has torn the Rwandan
society from the 1994 genocide todate (2007) is linked to a subculture of violence and
impunity inherited from previous regimes, and is still deeply rooted in the frame of mind of
some Rwandans.
The destructuring and restructuring of the society and of the mentality deeply marked by
the spirit of violence require long-term efforts. It is in this framework that by the law n°
03/99 of 12/03/1999 the Government of National Unity created the National Unity and
Reconciliation Commission (NURC) with a cardinal mission of promoting unity and
reconciliation of the Rwandan people.
According to the Constitution of the Republic of Rwanda, the mission assigned to the
National Unity and Reconciliation Commission includes the following:
1. Prepare and coordinate national programmes for the promotion of unity and
reconciliation in Rwanda;
2. Set up and develop means of rebuilding and consolidating unity and reconciliation
among Rwandans;
3. Educate and mobilise the population on matters regarding national unity and
reconciliation;
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4. Carry out research, organise discussions, disseminate ideas and publications on
national peace, unity and reconciliation,
5. Propose measures to be taken in order to prevent and eradicate divisionist
ideologies among Rwandans and strengthen national unity and reconciliation;
6. Inform and fight against all writings and expressions spreading discrimination,
intolerance or xenophobia among Rwandans;
7. Compile annual report and other types of necessary reports on the situation of
national unity and reconciliation.
It is in this framework of institutional objectives assigned by the Constitution that the
National Unit and Reconciliation Commission sponsored by the European Union has
carried out a study on types of violence in Rwandan post genocide society, their causes
and strategies to eradicate this violence.
The overall objective of this study is the production of a document that can serve as a tool
for conflicts resolution based on causes of violence experienced in the post geoncide
Rwandan society in order to promote national unity and reconciliation.
Specific objectives are, among others:
-

Identification of types of violence outbreak in the Rwandan society from 1994
genocide todate;

-

Analysis of causes of these types of violence;

-

Recommendations aiming at the community’s capacity building in efficiently fighting
these causes of violence by involving many stakeholders.

It is obvious that even after genocide violence continues raging among the Rwandan
population. Indeed many cases have been sighted, such as killings of genocide survivors
and Gacaca courts’ witnesses, assault and battery, stone-throwing, and other forms of
psychological and economic persecution against genocide survivors and Gacaca
courts’judges (men & women of integrity) and witnesses, etc.
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Apart from community violence, there exists domestic violence, the scale of which is
sometimes worrying, mostly with regard to rape of wives by their husbands, child sexual
defilement, rape of girls and of domestic workers and infanticide.
Notably, the Rwandan youth intensively used in the preparation and implementation of the
1994 Rwandan genocide, is still used to perpetuate violence. This same youth (considered
hope for the future) should as well play a big role in the political life of this nation by
enhancing national unity and reconciliation for a lasting peace. That is why the youth
makes the majority of respondents for this study.
In a bid to end this violence tentative solutions have been initiated. It is in this framework
that a study on the causes of violence after genocide was inevitable since its results may
be used as a tool for conflicts resolution in Rwanda. Indeed, the analysis of causes and
types of post genocide violence will lead to practical strategies that can strengthen the
dedication and participation of stakeholders in the reinforcement of the national unity and
reconciliation policy to build a lasting peace in Rwanda.
This study is divided into six chapters. The first chapter is about research methodology. It
presents consecutively the size of the sample, criteria for selection of respondents from
the population, distribution by age, sex, social classes of the post genocide Rwanda,
residence of respondents during genocide, geographical representation before discussing
methodological issues (research methods and tools).
The second chapter is dedicated to the literature review which comprises definitions of key
words and different types of violence documented by national police reports and other
documents as included in the bibliography. This literature review has been the starting
point for the study. As in other studies, the literature review lays theoritical foundation for
this study.
The third chapter analyses the types of violence, scale, causes, perpetrators of violence
and victims. Based on findings from the quantitative study by questionnaire and qualitative
study by interviews we distinguished two main categories of violence which are domestic
violence and community violence. Findings proved that in each main category there is
sexual violence, physical violence as well as psychological and economic violence. It has
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also analysed the scale of each type of violence. Domestic physical, psychological and
economic violence and their sub categories have been as well analysed.
The causes, the perpetrators and the victims of each sub type of violence have been
analysed in chapter four. Indeed strategies to be implemented should take into account the
causes, the perpetrators and the victims. In this way one can predict measures against
perpetrators and strategies allowing victims to better fight this violence.
Chapter five is dedicated to the degree of involvement of Rwandans in the the alternative
conflict resolution methods. This chapter has a great significance for the study’s practical
and pragmatic reasons. More precisely this study intends to lead to alternative strategies
of conflicts resolution in order to establish a lasting peace in Rwanda. It allows us to know
who is accountable in the implementation of these strategies.
Finally chapter six presents strategies to be implemented in order to eradicate the different
types of violence. While some strategies result from suggestions of respondents others
come from the research team’s reflections. Conclusion and bibliography close this study.
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CHAPTER 1. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH OF THE STUDY

1.1. Size of the sample
The criteria for the choice of the study sample were the country’s geopolitical
representation, identification of the districts where some cases of violence have already
been identified, and timeand financial constraints.
The study was carried out in12 districts chosen from the four provinces and the City of
Kigali that is three districts in each province irrespective of the Northern province where
two districts were chosen and the City of Kigali where only one district was chosen and
each expert supervised three distrricts. The study investigations were carried out on adult
active population (aged 20-64 years). For feasible reasons our sample was 1200 people
country wide. That is 300 per Province or 100 per District. The reality on ground however
reduced our sample to 1087 people that were effectively researched on.
According to Dépelteau F (2000: 232), 'most methodological manuals in human sciences
recommend that a sample must represent at least 10% of the size of the study population'.
The same manuals recommend a minimum of 30 units for a sample.
10% of our study population (which is of 3.257.653 people) would bring us therefore to a
sample of about 325.765 individuals, which is unrealistic considering the financial and time
constraints.

Nevertheless, our sample of 1200 individuals remains in the limits of a

representative sample, acceptable and even recommended. According to Dépelteau,
within the environment of cases, one uses the table of estimation of the size of a sample.
Thus, while using the table of estimation of the size of a sample, a researcher who makes
a research on a population of 1.000.000 inhabitants, should choose 384 individuals at
random in order to have a sample of a level of confidence of 95% and precision of not less
or more than 5%.
Indeed, in practice, as Loubet Del Bayle affirms (2000: 69), one endeavours to achieve a
balance between the precision and the volume of the sample (with the costs represented).
That is why according to him, we more often use samples around 1000 to 1500 people,
with a margin of error of 2%. Most polls at least use this margin of error.
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A group of professors of Research Methodology at the Catholic university of Louvain
(Albarello et al. 1995: 39) advanced the same sense when they wrote: 'From a certain
point, to minimze the margin of error, it is necessary to sensibly increase the size of the
sample. If you have a sample of 196 individuals to be assured of
(95 chances out of 100, which is therefore the interval of confidence) a margin of
maximum error of 7%, 267 individuals are necessary for a margin of 6%, 384 for a margin
of error of 5% and 600 for a margin of error of 4%. A margin of 3% is provided by a sample
of 1067 units. Taken into consideration, our sample was sufficiently representative and fell
in the margin of error of 3% which is close 1067 individuals.
Besides, most large-scale appraisals that were carried out in Rwanda worked on samples
varying between 700 and 1900. We can mention, as an example, the study on the
situation of the youth in Rwanda, organised by MIJESPOC and executed by Dirk Ullerich
et al. In 2003 (964 individuals); Rwanda: Genocide Ideology and strategies of its
eradication by the Senate in 2006 (1750 individuals), violence against women by
MIGEPROFE and IRC financed by USAID in 2004 (722 women respondents).

1.2. The criteria for the selection of respondents from the study population
In order to select respondents from the study population, we proceeded by the snow ball
technique. This technique of sampling is very simple and practical when you do not have a
list of units of the study population and when little is known of individuals corresponding to
the variables following the retained criteria. In brief, it means choosing respondents by
asking the first informant to give names of individuals that have similar characteristics to
his/hers. Where possible, we asked some local authorities (Sector Executive Secretaries)
we were able to find to show us some individuals that make up the social classes that
made up our sample. We had to proceed with the technique mentioned above in order to
find other people to respond to our questionnaire until we attained the number desired.
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1.3. Study population structure

1.3.1 Age and sex
Age and sex variables are indispensable in quantitative studies as they give information on
the structure and composition of the study population targeting the different data to be
collected on youth and adults for the age variable , and male and female for the sex
variable. For the recent past, it has been used by all studies to position women in any
study phenomena. Table 1 presents the grouping of the study population by age and sex.
The distribution of the sample into four age groups presents an interest of the
representation of the age variable: youth (20-30), young adults (35-49) and aged adults
(50-64, 65 and beyond).
The questionnaire has been administered to 1087 people (with 11 respondents abstaining)
comprised of 551 males (51.2%) and 525 females (48.8%). We would have wished t o
have interviewed more females than males but on the ground males were more available
than females. Details on the distribution per age and sex are provided in the Table 1.
Table 1. Distribution of respondents per age and sex
SEX

Male

Female

Total

AGE
Frequency

%

20-34
292
52.3
35-49
174
51.2
50-64
67
47.5
65 et +
18
51.4
Total
551
51.2
N= 1087 of whom 11 missing

Frequency

%

266
166
74
19
525

47.7
48.8
52.5
48.6
48.8

558 (51.8%)
340 (31.6%)
141 (13.1%)
37 (3.4%)
1076*

The most represented age group is (20-34) either for males or females with 51.8% of
respondents. This big representation of the youth in the sample is based on two
fundamental reasons namely:


the youth represents the majority of the Rwandan population;
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the objectives of the survey was to indicate the involvement of the youth in
alternative conflicts resolution methods.

1.3.2. Respondents ‘social classes’

1.3.2.1. Distribution of respondents per social classes
Table 2. Social classes of respondents
Social classes
Genocide survivors
Gacaca judges

Frequency
265
(men 118

&women of integrity)
Temporarily
released 100
genocide prisoners
Repatriated old refugees
Repatriated new refugees
Others
S/Total
Missing
TOTAL

140
184
129
936
151
1087

Percentage
28.3
12.6
10.7
15
19.6
13.8
100

It is important to specify the classes of respondents involved or not involved in the post
genocide violence since the social standing can influence the observation and the
interpretation of the phenomena. The value of research is indeed a function of the diversity
of opinions from the stakeholders of the post genocide conflicts. We therefore conducted a
research that is as inclusive as possible for all social classes which are in Rwanda after
the genocide.
Genocide survivors head the number of respondents (28.3%) followed by the new
returnees (19.6% refugees). The dominant proportion of the survivors in the sample is
justified by the fact that they were more ready to deliver some information and are in most
cases the victims of violence. The new returnees that were exiled in the neighbouring
countries for some years were involved in conflicts after their return to their country,
especially those involving land disputes.
The other classes that represent 13.8% of respondents are those who never left the
country, are not genocide survivors nor accused of the genocide crime. It is for example
the case of most youth that did not participate in genocide and whose parents are in the
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class accused of genocide and temporarily released from prisons and the aged people that
did not leave the country nor participate in genocide. The different classes that were
targeted during our research permit us to clearly understand the types of violence that
occurred in Rwanda after the1994 genocide.

1.3.2.2. Residence of respondents during genocide
The place of residence where respondents were during genocide can influence the
possibilities of respondents’ observations and witnesses as well as the interpretations
of violence committed in Rwanda after the 1994 genocide. Table 3 presents the
distribution of respondents according to their residence during the genocide.
Table 3: Residence of respondents during the genocide
Residence during

Frequency

percentage

genocide
Rwanda
Neighbouring countries
Other African countries
Countries outside Africa
TOTAL
Missing
TOTAL

928
132
10
3
1073
14
1087

86.5
12.3
0.9
0.3
100

An overwhelming majority of respondents (86.5%) lived in Rwanda during genocide. This
class is very important for this study since it witnessed genocide events from within. They
are therefore better placed to relate the types of violence and their causes as they
witnessed them during the genocide.
Those who were living in the neighbouring countries during the genocide are only 12.3%
respondents. This under - representation is explained by the fact that the study was
undertaken mainly in rural areas which never attracted many returnees for fear of the
insecurity and unavailability of remunerative intellectual employment in those rural areas.

1.4. Geographical distribution of respondents
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The choice of districts per Province was based on violent events that were identified by
various investigations and previous studies done in the country particularly parliamentary
reports, reports of the National Police, Survey on gender-based violence commissioned by
MIGEPROFE with USAID and IRC, etc. Accordingly, districts that witnessed violence
during these most recent post-genocide years are:
Western Province
- Rutsiro
- Nyamasheke
- Nyabihu (Cyanzarwe)
Northern Province and the City of Kigali
- Gicumbi
- Gakenke
- Kicukiro
Southern Province
- Nyamagabe (Kaduha)
- Kamonyi
- Gisagara
Eastern Province
- Rwamagana
- Bugesera (Mirenge)
- Gatsibo
As mentionned earlier, at the national level our sample dropped from 1200 to 1087 that is
90.58% of the size of the original sample. At the provincial level the number of
respondents varies between 265 (88.3%) and 279 (93%) compared to the original size of
the sample which was 300 respondents per province. As for district level, the size of the
sample ranges between 83 and 98 respondents out of 100 original size, what is
respectively between 83% and 98%. The distribution of respondents per province and
district are detailed below in Table 4.
Table 4 : Geographical distribution of respondents
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PROVINCE

DISTRICT

SECTOR

FREQUENCY

12
West

Nyamasheke Shangi
Bushekeri
Kagano
Rutsiro

Mushubati
Gihango
Murunda

Nyabihu

Mukamira
Rambura
Rugera

Nyamagabe

Gasaka
Kamegeri
Kaduha

Kamonyi

Rukoma
Runda
Kayenzi

Gisagara

Muganza
Save
Gikonko

Gicumbi

Byumba
Nyamiyaga
Nyankenke

Gakenke

Gakenke
Nemba
Gashenyi

Kigali City

Kicukiro

Kanombe
Niboye
Gahanga

East

Gatsibo

Ngarama
Kabarole
Kiziguro

Rwamagana

Kigabiro
Musha
Muhazi

Bugesera

Nyamata
Ntarama
Rilima

South

North

S/TOTAL
Missing
TOTAL

31
32
24
87
30
29
33
92
32
28
26
86
24
29
30
83
32
33
33
98
33
31
34
98
30
29
33
92
28
31
29
88
26
30
29
85
31
27
27
85
32
31
29
92
33
32
32
97
1083
4
1087
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In every district, sectors were chosen by simple random sampling, randomly choosing
three sectors by district. Thus, our study covers 36 sectors as presented in the above
table.
1.5. Methods
Our study was based on a combination of two approaches, namely quantitative and
qualitative approaches. The quantitative approach served us with a clear scope of the
different forms of violence in Rwanda from the different classes of respondents, while the
qualitative approach helped us in figuring out the reasons and the strategies for curbing
violence suggested by the resourceful people we were able to identify.

1.5.1. Quantitative Method
This method enabled us to collect the data using questionnaire administered on 1087
people in 12 Districts selected from the 30 Rwandan districts. The average time for filling
each questionnaire varied between 35 and 40 minutes. After the collection, data entry was
done in a tabular form designed for the study. The results were presented and analyzed
with simple and cross tabulation using the appropriate analysis software (SPSS).
Two broad categories of violence were maintained: domestic violence and community
violence. In each broad category of violence, we have analyzed three types of violence
which are sexual violence, physical violence, and psychological and economic violence.
For each type of violence we quantitatively analyzed the scale, perpetrators and victims,
causes, individual and community involvement in the alternative conflicts resolution
methods as well as strategies for eradicating violence that were suggested by
respondents.

1.5.2. Qualitative method
This method allowed us to discover the deep causes of the different forms of violence as
well as the significances that social actors gave them; through the semi-structured
interviews. In addition it helped us to clearly set strategies to fight against the different
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forms of violence. The qualitative method revealed the obvious and non manifested
aspects that were difficult to identify using quantitative research. It is notably about the
opinions, positions, intentions, testimonies, narrations of lives and interpretations on the
forms of violence on the one hand and on the other, the research of the causes of this
violence without forgetting the strategies for their eradication.
The interviews were of two types: the individual interviews and collective interviews. The
individual interviews enabled us to collect intimate, confidential information difficult to get
by using all other techniques, especially as we worked on a sensitive topic.
As for the focus group interviews, they have the advantage of enriching and controlling
collected information through group discussions (focus group) and debates on the forms,
significances and causes of violence as well as the effective strategies to fight them. Every
discussion group was composed of 7 to 10 resourceful people recruited among others
from the following classes in each selected district:
- Agents of internal security (police, NSS etc …) and local authorities
- Resourceful people among survivors and those who featured in the involvement of
genocide
- Religious people
- Gacaca judges and Abunzi
- School Head teachers
- Unit and reconciliation associations
- Civil societies operating in the domain (genocide and Human rights,…for example,
Ibuka, Haguruka, AVEGA, Pro-Femme Twesehamwe, associations regrouping survivors of
genocide and families of their executioners)

1.6. Data collection tools
The collection of data was made using;
- Questionnaire
- Guided interviews
- Documentation

1.6.1. Questionnaire
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The questionnaire consisted of close-ended questions and semi-close-ended questions.
These questions were coded earlier and where necessary recoded for some variables
after collection of data.
The questions carried among others;
-

Identification of socio-demographic characteristic of respondents

-

Categorization of the forms of violence

-

Scale, perpetrators and victims of violence

-

Identification of causes and significance of violence by class

-

Strategies for the eradication of each form of violence

-

Involvement in alternative conflicts resolution methods

For all classes the following types of questions were answered;
Descriptive questions, of type ‘who are you?’
Behavioral questions, of type ‘what do you do?’
Opinion questions, of type ‘what do you think?’
Intention or anticipatory questions, of type ‘what project do you have?’
Knowledge questions, of type ‘what do you know?’

1.6.2. Interview guide
The guide helped us in deeply analyzing aspects of scale of the violence, causes,
strategies, individual and community involvement in alternative conflicts resolution
methods.

1.6.3. Documentation
The documentary technique consisted of the exploitation of the existing sources on
violence and the regulation of conflicts. These sources are notably;
- Research reports and scientific publications within the domain
- Rwanda National Police reports
- Documentation on research methodology
These sources are available in the different libraries, documentation centres and Internet
sites of different institutions working in the domain of peace, unity and reconciliation.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter is an integral part of the study and is set out to review in depth literature
related to the key concepts and salient features of the study namely violence and genocide
in the context of the post genocide Rwanda.

2.1. Violence
2.1.1. Definition
Violence has been defined in many ways: The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines violence
as unlawful exercise of physical force.
OLWEUS (1999), as well defines violence as an aggressive behavior of which the
perpetrator uses his or her own body as an object (including a weapon) to inflict (relatively
serious) injury or discomfort upon an individual.
WHO (2002) promotes a broad definition of violence: The intentional use of physical force
or power, threatened or actual, against oneself, another person, or against a group or
community that either results in or has a high likelihood of resulting in injury, death,
psychological harm, mal development or deprivation. This definition should be understood
to include physical, sexual and psychological abuse (such as the significant abuse of
power arising from a dependent relationship, threats, intimidation and neglect).
Violence can result in psychological and social problems as well as physical problems, all
of which are of concern to communities and place considerable burdens on the health,
social and justice systems. This definition recognizes that the outcomes of violence are
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broader than physical injury, disability or death and demonstrates that violence is not only
an issue of concern to Police and the justice sector, but to the social sector as a whole.
However, violence has been defined in a broader sense to include behavior by people or
against people liable to cause physical or psychological harm.
The foundation Gulbenkian (1995) defines violence in the context including emotional
abuse in addition to physical abuse. Emotional abuse includes threats, verbal attacks,
taunting and shouting. It defines violence as occurring where persons are verbally abused,
threatened or assaulted in circumstances related to their work.
2.1.2 Types of violence

The free Encyclopedia outlines the following types of violence which are global though
different in scale and intensity:
1. Self-directed violence: This includes suicidal behavior and self-harm.
2. Interpersonal violence: This includes violence inflicted against one individual by another,
or by a small group of individuals, and can be categorised as:


Family and intimate partner violence; involving violence between family members,
and intimate partners, including child abuse and elder abuse. This often takes place
in the home.



Community violence; involving violence between people who are not related, and
who may or may not know each other (acquaintances or strangers). It generally
takes place outside the house or domicile in public places.

3. Collective violence includes violence inflicted by large groups such as states, organized
political groups, militia groups or terrorist organizations.
The types of violence outlined above are distinguished by the relationship between the
perpetrators and the victims of the violent behavior. The violent behavior can be further
described in terms of whether it is physical, psychological, sexual, or involves deprivation
and neglect .This typology is useful for demonstrating the nature of the violence, the
relationship between the offenders and victims, and the settings where violence occurs, i.
e. within the family or the community. For example, violence in public places can include
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intimidation, threats, and physical or sexual assaults, between friends or strangers. Child
abuse in the home can include psychological, physical and sexual abuse and neglect.
4. Sexual violence is defined as: any sexual act, attempt to obtain a sexual act, sexual
harassment, or act directed against a person's sexuality, using coercion, by any person
regardless of their relationship to the victim, in any setting. This includes various forms and
contexts of sexual violence such as rape (within a relationship and by strangers or
acquaintances), sexual abuse of mentally or physically disabled people and sexual abuse
of children.
In the Rwandan context sexual violence is evident. The Ministry of Gender and women
promotion with the USAID found out in their 2004 research report that 28.2% of
respondents had been sexually abused (MIGEPROF, 2004).
5. Ethnic violence (also known as ethnic terrorism or ethnically-motivated terrorism) refers
to violence that is predominantly framed rhetorically by causes and issues related to ethnic
hatred, though ethnic violence is more commonly related to political violence, and often the
terms are interchangeable in a local context where reference to ethnicity is considered
minimal or improper.
Figure 2. 1. The typology of violence
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2.1.3. Domestic Violence
According to the free Encyclopedia, domestic violence (sometimes referred to as domestic
abuse) occurs when a family member, partner or ex-partner attempts to physically or
psychologically dominate another. Domestic violence often refers to violence between
spouses, or spousal abuse but can also include cohabitants and non-married intimate
partners. Domestic violence occurs in all cultures; people of all races, ethnicities, religions,
and classes can be perpetrators of domestic violence. Domestic violence is perpetrated
by, and on, both men and women, occurring in both same-sex and opposite-sex
relationships. Domestic violence can be defined as a pattern of abusive behavior in any
relationship that is used by one partner to gain or maintain power and control over another
intimate partner.


The dimension of domestic violence in Rwanda after genocide

Barbara Hart (2007) defines Domestic Violence as violence that involves a continuum of
behaviors ranging from degrading remarks to cruel jokes, economic exploitation, punches
and kicks, false imprisonment, sexual abuse, suffocating actions, maiming assaults, and
homicide. Unchecked, domestic violence usually increases in frequency and severity.
Many victims suffer all forms of abuse. Verbal and emotional abuse may be subtler than
physical harm, but this does not mean that it is less destructive to victims. Many have said
that the emotional scars take much longer to heal than the broken bones.
To Barbara Hart (2007), domestic violence can take the form of physical violence,
including direct physical violence ranging from unwanted physical contact to rape and
murder. Indirect physical violence may include destruction of objects, striking or throwing
objects near the victim, or harm to pets. In addition to physical violence, spousal abuse
often includes mental or emotional abuse, including verbal threats of physical violence to
the victim, the self, or others including children, ranging from explicit, detailed and
impending to implicit and vague as to both content and time frame, and verbal violence,
including threats, insults, put-downs, and attacks. Non-verbal threats may include
gestures, facial expressions, and body postures. This includes any behaviors that
intimidate, manipulate, humiliate, isolate, frighten, terrorize, coerce, threaten, blame, hurt,
injure, or wound someone.


Causes of domestic violence in Rwanda
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According to a study carried out by the Ministry of Gender and women promotion in 2004,
the main causes of domestic violence are outlined in the following table:

Table 2.1. Distribution of victims per type of physical violence in the community

Frequency of the types of violence (total respondents = 722)
Types

of

physical

Never

One to two Three

to Six

times

Total

times

four times

and more

93.6%

5.7%

0.4%

0.3%

100%

94.3%

4.2%

0.7%

0.8%

100%

95.5%

3.9%

0.6%

0%

100%

98.3%

1.4%

0.3%

0%

100%

98.5%
blindfolded
Strangled
98.8%
Victim
of

1.4%

0.1%

0%

100%

1.2%

0%

0%

100%

bullets

0.4%

0.0%

10.0%

100%

violence
Assaults

or

slaps
Menaced
with weapon
Beaten
or
pushed
Physical
injuries
Tied up

or

or 99.6%

knife
Source: MIGEPROF (2004)
Domestic violence not only affects those who are abused, but also has a substantial effect
on family members, friends, co-workers, other witnesses, and the community at large.
Children, who grow up witnessing domestic violence, are among those seriously affected
by this crime. Frequent exposure to violence in the home not only predisposes children to
numerous social and physical problems, but also teaches them that violence is a normal
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way of life - therefore, increasing their risk of becoming society's next generation of victims
and abusers (Barbara Hart, 2007).
2.1.4. Community violence in Rwanda
According to a study carried out by the Ministry of Gender and Women Promotion in 2004,
the type and frequency of the violence are summarized in the table below.
According to the National Police Statistics (2002-2006) among other violent crimes that
were recorded are assassination, rape, assault and battery, infanticide, outrage to public
decency: the following table illustrates violent crimes occurred between 2002 and 2006.
Table 2.2. Violent crimes occurred between 2002 and 2006
Crimes
Armed robbery
Rape
Murder
Drugs
Assault
and

2002
266
2099
283
683
3557

2003
211
2109
241
1088
3403

2004
132
2335
263
851
2824

2005
113
2999
234
1409
1847

2006
113
2962
319
1570
1669

T0TAL
835
12504
1340
5601
13300

battery
Voluntary

0

40

76

81

99

296

abortions
Infanticide
Poisoning
Destruction

72
60
270

270
99
206

92
116
223

71
109
127

50
85
149

555
469
975

and arson
Assassination
118
Outrage
to 14

128
90

71
118

46
112

50
118

555
452

public decency
Discrimination

19

123

180

215

537

and divisionism
Corruption
20
46
112
170
Source : National Police Statistics 2002 – 2006

146

493

0

2.1.5. Causes of community violence in Rwanda.
According to the 2006 Senate Report on the Genocide Ideology and Strategies of its
Eradication, the following are the most outstanding causes of conflict and hence violence
in post genocide Rwanda:


Genocide and ethnic ideology



Poverty
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Gacaca-related issues



Land/ habitat issues



Weight of history



Ignorance



Polygamy and concubine



Religious bodies



HIV/AIDS pandemic

2.1.6. Strategies against violence in Rwanda
John Prendergast and David Smock in their special report (53) note the following
strategies set by the Rwandan government to combat violence in the country.
Democratic Institution Building
The Rwandan government has carefully managed the post-genocidal political transition
process. National elections followed and extended transition and the introduction of a
constitution. The government initiated a number of interim steps designed to promote
discussion about the nature of democratic participation and to establish a bottom-up
approach to rebuilding governance in Rwanda.
To John Prendergast and David Smock the inherited legacy of over centralization, in which
blind obedience to authority was the objective of the leadership, made state-sponsored
genocide possible. The bottom-up process aims to decentralize decision-making power
and destroy a culture of blind obedience to authority. Discussing democratic values,
allowing participation, and focusing on problem solving are seen as methods to lay the
groundwork for the transition to some form of multiparty democracy.
Human Rights Promotion
The issue of justice for those accused of participating in the genocide is one of the most
politically charged issues in the Great Lakes Region today. Roughly 130,000 people are
detained in Rwanda as a result of being accused of participating in the genocide.
Establishing accountability and breaking the cycle of impunity are key to creating
conditions for peace and stability, so timely and transparent justice for those that stand
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accused is vital. In the years that followed the genocide, the foundation of the justice
system has been rebuilt.

Gacaca courts
Gacaca’s mission statement is Truth-Justice-Reconciliation. When one looks at this
mission statement from the point of view of objective reality; it reflects a feeling of justice
especially to the survivors of the holocaust of 1994.
According to Peter Karasira: Gacaca: Justice for All or Injustice for Some? “Justice is
carried out in the context of the Gacaca courts that sit in Cells, Sectors, Districts and
Provinces and is composed of men and women of integrity elected by their neighbours”.
The Government of National Unity assigned itself the duty of eradicating the culture of
impunity: the perpetrators of the genocide and other crimes against humanity are brought
before courts and tried, and the victims are being paid compensation
Derived from a traditional, dispute-resolution mechanism, this process is intended to allow
communities to establish the facts and decide the fate of the vast majority of those
accused of lesser offenses, while at the same time addressing reconciliation objectives
and involving the population on a mass scale in the Willingness of justice.
National Unity and Reconciliation Commission NURC
Founded in 1999, National Unity and Reconciliation Commission NURC has taken
fundamental steps to reduce conflicts and curtail violence.
Peace Building and Conflict Management (PBCM)
According to NURC the peace building and conflict management as a whole has the
following responsibilities;


Review laws pertaining to unity and reconciliation;



Proposes law reforms in the interest of unity and reconciliation;



Act as monitors of injustice and discrimination



Makes Reports of whether government organs respect and observe policies of
National unity and reconciliation among Rwandans;
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Monitors whether political parties, leaders and population in general respect and
observe policies and practices of national unity and reconciliation;



Mediates conflicts pertaining to unity and reconciliation of Rwandans.

All these aforementioned elements lay the foundation for a harmonious coexistence.
Solidarity Camps (Ingando).
When the NURC was established, it formally developed Ingando as a tool to build
coexistence within communities. The first beneficiaries were ex - combatants from the
DRC. The programme later expanded to include school going youth and students at
secondary and tertiary levels. By 2002, the training was extended to informal traders, and
other social groups including survivors, prisoners, community leaders, women and youth.
Topics are covered under five central themes: analysis of Rwanda’s problems; history of
Rwanda; political and socioeconomic issues in Rwanda and Africa, rights, obligations,
duties and leadership.
Community festivals to promote reconciliation in Rwanda (Ubusabane)
NURC supports the community festivals to promote reconciliation in Rwanda considering
that culture determines the regeneration of these conditions. In Rwanda, a society which
has been for many years characterised by divisionism, culture always played a role to
reinforce this condition. The shared products of our culture, with particular emphasis on
theatre and art, have responded to this condition and they can continue to play a
meaningful role in the new reconciliatory order.
Economic Peace Building
One of the most important prerequisites for reconciliation is broad-based economic
development. In fact, peace and reconciliation themes ring hollow for many Rwandans and
Burundians (and their Congolese neighbors) in the absence of economic opportunity.
Social harmony in the region requires improvements in material well-being. A
comprehensive strategy for peace-building should be constructed by donors, the
government, opposition parties, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) for the Great
Lakes Region. Greater investment in productive infrastructure and activity is needed to
expand the pie and generate the revenue necessary for sustainable social development.
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Villagisation (imidugudu)
Villagisation constitutes another major socioeconomic initiative in Rwanda. To minimize
the tension that Villagisation engenders, there must be assurances that it is not coerced,
that it maximizes scales of efficiency, that services are provided to more people, that
security is indeed enhanced, that resource use is better rationalized, that it fully recognizes
the ties people have to their land, and that compensation is provided to those whose land
will be used for the construction of villages or associated infrastructure. John Prendergast
and David Smock recommend that to ensure maximum support from Rwandan villages,
the government should consider a more decentralized, participatory process of decisionmaking about how Villagisation is implemented. The more local communities are able to
decide about their living and working arrangements, the more supportive the new
arrangements will be.
2.2. Genocide
Genocide is the deliberate and systematic destruction of an ethnic, religious or national
group. While precise definition varies among genocide scholars, the legal definition is
found in the 1948 United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide (CPPCG). Article 2 of the CPPCG defines genocide as "any of the
following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical,
racial or religious group, as such: killing members of the group; causing serious bodily or
mental harm to members of the group; deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life,
calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; imposing measures
intended to prevent births within the group; [and] forcibly transferring children of the group
to another group. Article 3 described five punishable forms of the crime of genocide:
genocide; conspiracy, incitement, attempt and complicity.
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CHAP 3.

HIERARCHISATION OF TYPES OF VIOLENCE IN POST GENOCIDE

RWANDA

3.1. Types of the violence
The post genocide violence in Rwanda is classified in two broad categories: Domestic
violence and community violence. For each of these classes, we distinguish three main
types of violence: sexual violence, physical violence and finally psychological and
economic violence. Within each type of violence, we distinguished sub-types of the
violence, their frequencies as well as their perpetrators and victims. This allowed us to
propose strategies for eradication of violence.

3.2. Domestic violence
Domestic violence is one that occurs within the households. This study identifies within
domestic violence sexual violence, physical violence as well as psychological and
economic violence.

3.2.1. Domestic sexual violence

3.2. 1. 1. Types of domestic sexual violence
Respondents were requested to mention the types of the sexual violence perpetrated in
households. The types of the sexual violence indicated in the households are among
others rape of the minors, rape of women, rape of girls and rape of domestic workers. The
data collected on these four types of violence are synthesized below in Figure1.
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Figure 1.Types of domestic sexual violence
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Respondents placed child sexual abuse and raping in the first position. Indeed this type of
sexual violence was deplored by 21.6% of the respondents while raping against women
represented 14.8%, rape against girls 14%, and raping against domestic workers at 9.2% .
According to the results of our study, girls and women are raped at more or less the same
rate in the households.

But the group that is mostly targeted by rapists remains

incontestably the babies and girl children (minors).

3.2.1.2. The scale of domestic sexual violence
Like for other categories of violence, we have looked at the scale of different types of
domestic sexual violence as indicated above. Related data are presented in figure 2
below.
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Fig.2: Scale of domestic sexual violence
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As shown in Figure 3.2, the scale of domestic sexual violence decreases. Indeed, the
largest number of respondents is concentrated in the frequency of one to three rape cases
for all the categories of the victims (women, girls, children, domestic workers). Rape and
sexual abuse against children represent 51.8% of respondents, while rape against young
girls represent 66.3%, rape against domestic workers 62.3% and 68.4% for rape against
women.
As for domestic sexual violence occurring between 4 and 6 times during the last 12
months, the frequency falls considerably. It drops from 51.8% to 44.9% for rape and child
abuse, from 68.4% to 26.9% for rape against women, from 62.3% to 29.1% for rape
against girls and finally from 66.3% to 23.9% for rape against domestic workers.
The sexual violence perpetrated inside families seven times and more during the last
twelve months did not even make 10% of the responses. We indeed have 9.8% for rape
against domestic workers, 8.6% for rape against young girls, 4.7% for rape against women
and 3.3% for rape and child abuse (minors). According to grassroots and local leaders,
and the police on the ground during field work, these days increasingly people report
domestic sexual violence and perpetrators are exemplarily punished. Results might have
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been alarming if perpetrators of sexual violence were not benefiting from the complicity in
silence by their family members, mostly women who fear for the honor of their family or
reprisals by their husbands or husband’s family.

3.2.1.3. Victims and perpetrators of domestic sexual violence
Like for other categories of violence, the study looked at perpetrators and victims of sexual
violence perpetrated inside families. The study uses the word ‘rape’ to mean all kinds of
forced sex. It is in this sense that rape against women by their husbands should be
understood as indicated below in Figure 3.3 below.
Fig.3: V Table 2.1. Distribution of victims per type of physical violence in the
community
Frequency of the types of violence (total respondents = 722)
Types

of

physical
violence
Assaults

Never
or

slaps
threatened
with weapon
Beaten
or
pushed
Physical
injuries
Tied up

or

One to two Three

to Six

times

Total

times

four times

and more

93.6%

5.7%

0.4%

0.3%

100%

94.3%

4.2%

0.7%

0.8%

100%

95.5%

3.9%

0.6%

0%

100%

98.3%

1.4%

0.3%

0%

100%

1.4%

0.1%

0%

100%

1.2%

0%

0%

100%

0.4%

0.0%

10.0%

100%

98.5%
blindfolded
Strangled
98.8%
Victim
of
99.6%
bullet or knife
Source: MIGEPROF (2004)
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As shown in Figure 3.3, respondents have massively talked about rape against women by
their husband. Indeed, 61.5% of respondents testified that women are systematically
raped by their husband. This means that women are forced to have sex. Very often men
behave in that way when they are refused sex by their wives. As for girls, they are raped
by relatives in their families and those with whom they stay at home. This information was
given by only 6.2% of respondents. Family members who commit rape and child sexual
abuse represent 1.7% of the views of respondents.

3.2.2. Physical domestic violence
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3.2.2.1. Types of physical violence
Physical violence is another enormous problem to many of the post-genocide Rwandan
families. Below the study analyzes different types of physical violence most perpetrated
inside families (at home), the scale, perpetrators, victims and causes.
Fig.4: Types of the domestic physical violence
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Figure 4 above shows that assault and battery are heading the list with 47%. The killings
of spouses by their partners took the second position with 19%, followed by voluntary
abortions (18%) and infanticide (16%).

3.2.2.2. Scale of domestic physical violence
In order to know the scale of every type of violence respondents were asked to mention
how many times such type of violence took place during the last 12 months.
Figure 5 shows the responses obtained.
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Fig.5: Scale of domestic physical violence
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The killings of spouses, infanticide and voluntary abortions practically present the same
scale or gravity. Indeed, between 61and 62% of respondents reveal that these types of
violence occurred between 4 and 6 times in the last 12 months prior to the study. The
domestic physical violence that appears most during the last 12 months (7 times and
more) are the assault and battery as well as the killings of spouses. Broadly speaking, the
proportion of respondents drops considerably with regard to violence that occurred 7 times
and more in the last 12 months. This means that the trend of this violence is down
dropping.

3.2.2.3. Perpetrators and victims of domestic physical violence
We identified the perpetrators and victims of physical domestic violence because for
practical aims of the research. Indeed, the real strategies of fighting against violence must
take into consideration together the perpetrators and victims of those violence.

Fig.6: Perpetrators and victims of domestic physical violence
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Frequency of domestic physical violence
according to the perpetrators
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According to the results of our research, the perpetrators of the assault and battery are
especially husbands with 38% against 7.7% for wives. The men are also actors in
murdering of their wives (12.4% of the responses against 1.1% of women that killed their
husbands). The girls are the perpetrators of abortions and infanticide in households
representing 11.1% and 9.2% respectively.

3.2.3. Domestic psychological and economic violence

3.2.3.1. Types of domestic psychological and economic violence
The families are also endangered by psychological and economic violence. The different
types of this violence are presented in figure 7. They are among others non-assistance to
the family, abandoning the family, hurtful words, repudiation of women, adultery, refusal
of sex to a spouse, complicity in confinement, deprivation of fundamental rights and
discrimination.
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Fig.7: Types of domestic psychological and economic violence
Frequency of domestic psychological and economic violence
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As shown in figure 7, we have, in order of importance, non-assistance to the family
(44.4%), family abandonment (43.2%), hurtful words (41.1%) that are nearly at the same
level as shown by the percentages of respondents. Next comes repudiation of women (36,
5%) and adultery (36%) that forms the second group in gravity in relation to the previous
group. Finally we have refusal of the sex with a partner (30.4%), complicity in confinement
(28.6%), deprivation of fundamental right (26%) and discrimination (22.7%).

3.2.3.2. Scale of domestic psychological and economic violence
The study also reveals the scale of psychological and economic violence as shown in
figure 8.

Fig. 8: Scale of domestic psychological and economic violence
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Types of psychological and economic violence that occurred seven times and more during
the last 12 months are the adultery and the deprivation of the fundamental rights. The
second group in magnitude is repudiation, refusal of sex to a partner and hurtful words.
The last group consists of non-assistance to the family, family abandonment,
discrimination and complicity in confinement. These different types of psychological and
economic violence are interdependent. Indeed, adultery can for example have effects
leading to family abandonment, refusal of sex to the partner, repudiation, non-assistance
to the family and the deprivation of fundamental rights like failure to put children to school.

3.2.3.3. Perpetrators and victims of domestic psychological and economic violence
Concerning the psychological and economic violence in households, research has put the
perpetrators in two classes: the husband and the wife. The different types of violence that
came out from respondents are outlined in figure 3.9
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Fig.9: Perpetrators and victims of domestic psychological and economic violence
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As we can notice from the above figure, the husbands generally have a bigger part of
responsibility than their wives in these types of violence. Indeed, husbands are completely
responsible for non-assistance to the family, family abandonment, deprivation of
fundamental rights and repudiation of wives.
Nevertheless, wives are also responsible for some psychological and economic violence in
households as for example the use of hurtful words, adultery, refusal of sex to the spouses
and the complicity in confinement. For the last two types of violence, the wives are even
more responsible than their husbands.

3.3. Community violence
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3.3.1. Types of community sexual violence
The most community sexual violence evoked by respondents are girls and women
trafficking, kidnapping, sexual harassment at work, at school and in prayer rooms. As for
rape of minors, research findings revealed that they raise domestic violence that have
been cited above. With regard to the rapes of women and girls in the community,
respondents disqualified them and pointed out that it is more often done with mutually
agreed arrangements.

Fig.10: Types of community sexual violence
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Kidnapping according to respondents has the highest frequency of (20.7%). This is
probably because it has been confounded with the ardor in love (kwishyingira). In the
second position we have girls and women trafficking that has totalled to18.8% of the
responses. Girls and women trafficking constitutes a trade of sex of girls or women by
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vicious people. Sexual harassment at work and sexual harassment in prayer rooms are of
the same frequency,representing 15.4% and 15.3% respectively. On the other hand
sexual harassment at school comes in the last position with 12.2% of the responses.

3.3.2. Scale of community sexual violence
In a bid to set clear strategies to eradicate violence, the magnitude of community sexual
violence is presented below in figure 11.
Fig.11: Scale of community sexual violence
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A big concentration of the findings is in the occurrence of community sexual violence in
between four and six times during the last 12 months. The magnitude culminates with
sexual harassments at work (67.4%), followed by sexual harassments in prayer rooms
(65.4%). On the other hand, kidnapping, girls and women trafficking and sexual
harassment at school come in second position with respectively 54.2%, 53.4% and 49.7%
of the responses gathered.
In the community sexual violence that occurred seven and more times during these last
twelve months are; sexual harassment at school and kidnapping that acquires certain
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superiority although very weak as per the research findings. It has the tendency to show
that community sexual violence goes on diminishing.

3.3.1.3. Perpetrators and victims of community sexual violence
Like other types of post genocide violence, our study has identified the perpetrators of
community sexual violence and their victims. The data collected on this topic are shown in
figure 12 below:
Fig.12: Perpetrators and victims of community sexual violence
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From the study outcomes summarized in figure 12, we notice that men are the main
perpetrators of pandering (involving women and girls into sexual business) as shown by
19% of respondents. However, women are less involved in such a business because they
only count for 2.1% of the study’s approbation. Women and girls rapes within the
community is ascribed to delinquents by 40.8% of respondents and to supposed genocide
perpetrators temporarily discharged by 19.7% of respondents. According to 10.9% of
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respondents, teachers and heads of schools are perpetrators of sexual harassment in
schools. For 3.2% of respondents, men are responsible for rapes. As for sexual
harassment at work, it is ascribed to managers by 2.8% of respondents.
Sexual harassment in prayer rooms by church dignitaries and followers has been pointed
out by 0.7% of respondents.

3.3.2. Community physical violence
3.3.2.1. Types of community physical violence
The study identified 5 types of physical violence that are committed in the community:
assault and battery against survivors, assault and battery against witnesses in Gacaca
participative jurisdictions, massacres of genocide survivors, massacres of witnesses in
Gacaca courts and finally fatal tortures.
The study’s frequencies by the type of community physical violence are shown on figure
13 blow
Fig.13
Frequency of Community physical violence
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The massacres of witnesses in Gacaca courts, the massacres of genocide survivors,
assault and battery against witnesses in Gacaca courts and the fatal torture got almost the
same reaction among our respondents with respectively 21.2%, 20.3%, 20.2% and 20%.
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However, assault and battery against genocide survivors got a number relatively elevated
of respondents.

3.3.2.2. Importance of community physical violence.
Figure 14 highlights how often community physical violence occurred in the last 12
months. The figure shows that the ampleness of most community physical violence is
concentrated from four to six times during last 12 months.
Fig.14 Community physical violence
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3.3.2.3. Perpetrators and victims of community physical violence.
The perpetrators of community physical violence who have been identified by this study
are the people accused of genocide and who have been temporarily discharged, family
members and delinquents. Figure 15 gives us details of community physical Violence in
relation to their perpetrators and victims.
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Figure 15: Perpetrators and victims of community physical violence.
Frequency of Community phyical violence and their perpetrators
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As shown in figure 15, most of respondents (45.2%) believe that assault and battery
against genocide survivors are perpetrated by those accused of genocide and discharged
temporarily. The latter are also responsible for massacres and fatal tortures of genocide
survivors as it was witnessed respectively by 9.3% and 7.8% of respondents .The
members of families and delinquents are also pointed out in the study for assault and
battery within the community with a respective approbation of 12.6% and 6.9% of
respondents.

3.3.3. Community psychological and economic violence.

3.3.3.1. Types of community psychological and economic violence.
Community psychological and economic violence are more diversified than the other
types of violence already analysed. Indeed, as shown in figure 16, this study has
identified twelve types of psychological and economic violence divided into six groups
as follows according to respondents:


complicity in imprisonment



direct intimidation



Hurtful words



divisionism
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traumatism imposed on genocide survivors



armed robbery



persecution



corruption



throwing stones on survivors’ houses



tracts



destruction of property

Figure 16: Frequency of community psychological and economic violence
Frequency of Community psychological and economic violence
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Complicity in imprisonment takes a lion’s share of community psychological and economic
violence. Indeed, it has been reported by 68.8% of respondents. This type of violence is
more stressed in the community than in the family where it has been reported by 28.6% of
respondents (figure 7). The second group of community psychological violence comprises
of negation of genocide (56.9%), direct intimidation (58.7%) and Hurtful words (56.6%).
The third group is composed of divisionism and traumatism done to genocide survivors
with the same proportion of 54.7% of respondents. The fourth group is represented by
armed robbery (52.9%) and persecution (52.4%). Corruption and throwing stones on
survivors’ houses make the fifth group with respectively 49.6% and 42.6% of respondents.
Finally the last group includes tracts with (33.7%) and destruction of property (33%).
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3.3.3.2. Importance of community psychological and economic violence.
According to the study findings as shown in figure 17, psychological and economic
violence that have been repeated most within the community are the following: corruption,
complicity in imprisonment, persecution, traumatism crisis imposed on genocide survivors,
genocide negation, tracts, Hurtful words and direct intimidation.
Figure 17: Importance of community psychological and economic violence
Scale of Community psychological and economic violence
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According to 56.4% of respondents, corruption is classified among economic and
psychological violence which are repeated more than seven times in the community. This
type of violence is quoted by the biggest proportion of respondents. It is followed by
complicity in imprisonment (50.3%). The third group of psychological and economic
violence which has been repeated the most (seven and more times) in the community is
persecution declared by 37.3% of respondents. Trauma crisis imposed on genocide
survivors, negation of genocide, and tracts occupy the fourth position with respectively
26%, 23% and 20.7% of as per respondents during the study. As for hurtful words and
direct intimidation, they occupy the last position. These two types of violence have
respectively been quoted by 14.2% and13.9% of respondents.
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3.3.3.3. Perpetrators and victims of community psychological and economic
violence.
During our study, we requested our sampled population to match 9 different types of
economic and psychological violence identified to have lived within the community after
the 1994 genocide to their victims and their perpetrators and the responses obtained are
summarized in the figure 18 below:
Figure 18: Perpetrators and victims of community psychological and economic
violence
Frequency of community psychlogical and economic violence and their authors
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imprisonment, but they are not the only ones responsible for this type of community
psychological violence because 46.2% of respondents said that people accused of
genocide crime and temporarily discharged are also guilty of complicity in imprisonment.
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People accused of the crime of genocide and provisionally discharged sometimes do it in
connivance with survivors. An illustration case which has been the most quoted is that in
which people accused of crime of genocide provisionally discharged are unable to
compensate the genocide survivors and both agree with each other to involve rich people
in their crimes in order to help them pay. Survivors interested by compensation naturally
accept to play the game up to the end. This situation is confirmed because the proportion
of respondents (56.4%) said that Gacaca jurisdiction judges in connivance with genocide
survivors are responsible for that complicity in imprisonment .This situation was
represented at a tune of 45.2% of respondents who involved people accused of genocide
crime and discharged temporarily in connivance in imprisonment. That means that some
genocide survivors do accuse their executioners of their own charge and more and more
act in connivance with the insolvent people accused of genocide for denouncing the
people who are able to assist the latter for paying the compensation .These people,
capable of paying compensation, and who are victims of complicity in imprisonment
accuse former genocide crime prisoners who have been temporarily discharged but who
happen to be insolvent of being wicked and jealous people. It is quite apparent that this
situation increases conflict and violence in the society.
The people accused of genocide and provisionally discharged are also pointed at 35% of
respondents as having often been involved in corruption .However, they socialize
corruption (mutuelle yo koroshya ibibazo) hence confirming that they are involved in
corruption .
The people accused of genocide crimes and provisionally discharged are also responsible
for throwing stones on houses of genocide survivors and Gacaca courts witnesses as
21.1% of the interviewed people witnessed .This type of violence is both physical
(compensate houses, a stone can also hit a person) and psychological because it can
prevent people from sleeping and causes fear among the victims.
In order to spread more fear and terror, people accused of genocide and temporarily
discharged are involved in making tracts and causing intimidations as it was respectively
stated by over respondents: 20.8% and 11.3%. In addition, they are designated by 13.9%
of respondents as being responsible for damaging the belongings of genocide survivors
and Gacaca courts witnesses.
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Finally the behavior (use of hurtful words, throwing of stones, tracts, intimidations, property
damaging etc.) of people accused of genocide and provisionally discharged impose the
crimes of post genocide trauma to survivors as witnessed 8.8% of respondents.
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CHAP 4. CAUSES OF POST GENOCIDE VIOLENCE IN RWANDA
As the adage goes, one can fight a plague only if he /she knows its underlying causes.
Likewise this study had in its main objectives among others to analyze as exhaustively as
possible the causes of the post-genocides violence in Rwanda. This exhaustiveness
consists in deeply examining the causes of various types of violence which were detailed
in the previous chapter. The same plan of analysis applies in this chapter; this means the
chapter reviews systematically the causes of domestic and community violence.
4.1. Causes of domestic violence
4.1.1 Causes of domestic sexual violence
In the following paragraphs we examine the causes of rape of children, rape of girls, rape
of women, rape of domestic workers as well as causes of refusal of sex to the conjugal
partner and causes of forced sex. The section begins with the causes of the rapes of the
children in the families.
4.1.1.1 Causes of rape of children and child sexual abuse in families
According to respondents the causes of domestic sexual violence targeting children are
ignorance, search for HIV/AIDS cure, alcohol, drug, hatred, contempt and curse. Their
scale is detailed in figure 4.1 below.
Figure 4.1. Causes of domestic violence
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Most of the cases of sexual abuse and rape against the children were committed by
illiterates and people with very low education levels. Thus, approximately 45.8% of
respondents attributed the major cause of this crime to the ignorance. The next cause
which was quoted by 24.6% of respondents is the alcoholism and the use of drugs which
also has a narrow connection with the ignorance.
In the order of 15.8% this crime was perpetrated by people with a dreadful, destructive
character without any respect (vandalism); this character is socially associated with the
curses. Finally 13.8% say that the crime is committed by people who believe that they will
find a cure for the AIDS and the other related diseases.

4.1.1.2. Causes of forced sex among couples
Among the causes of forced sex among couples there is ignorance, drunkenness,
contempt, lack of dialogue, ethnicity and the poverty. Relative weight of these causes
according to respondents is illustrated in the figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2. Causes of forced sex among couples
Causes of forced sex among couples and their occurence
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Forced sex among the married couples is always a result of a refusal of sex of the woman
to the husband. This refusal and the consecutive forced sex happens consequent to the
following causes quoted in the figure above. Respondents cited ignorance as the major
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cause of forced sex among the married couples. Indeed, this is due to the fact that
ignorance encourages impatience, high risk exposure and vandalism.
In terms of the scale, the second biggest cause is the lack of dialogue among the couples.
This results from negligence, arrogance and lack of adequate love. Next is the poverty
which emanates from husbands’ failure to fulfill their social and economic responsibilities.
This makes women feel neglected or hated. Therefore, refusal of sex causes forced sex.
Respectively other causes are contempt (14.8%), drunkenness (11.9%) and ethnicity
(9%).

4.1.1.3. Causes of rape and sexual abuse against domestic workers
Respondents were asked to identify main causes that explain rape and sexual abuse
against domestic workers. Results are shown below in the figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3. Causes of rape and sexual abuse against domestic workers
Causes of rape and sexual abuse against domestic workers
and their occurence
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The causes of rape and sexual abuse against domestic workers, as indicated by
respondents, stem mainly from: absence of the woman, sexual perversion, lack of
dialogue in family, alcoholism, lack respect for the husband and lack of sexual
satisfaction.

-

Most of respondents, for approximately 38.7% quoted the unavailability of the
woman as the major cause of rape and sexual abuse against domestic workers.
This is valid mainly in households with the women who spend most of their time far
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from their families: at work, in professional trips inside or outside the country, at
school or whatever moments when her husbands would wish to have sex and
would not find them.
-

The cause of sexual perversion was underlined by approximately 17.1% of
respondents. Indeed, there are people out of nature who, due to the groups within
which they were raised and due to the related type of education, acquired a sexual
behavior which is never satisfied in the sexual relations with a single partner. They
are never selective concerning the person with whom they have the sex. Anyone
(opposite sex) they come across, at first their thoughts turn in the sexual relations
and would therefore find no shame to have sex with their domestic workers and
eventually end up abusing them.

-

Lack of dialogue within families, alcoholism, lack of respect for the husband and the
sexual dissatisfaction were quoted by respectively 12%, 11.7%, 10.5% and 10% of
respondents. Besides, all have a very narrow link with the love existing between the
couples.

4.1.1.4. Causes of child rape and child sexual abuse by domestic workers
Figure 4.4. Causes of child rape and child sexual abuse by domestic workers
Causes of child rape and child sexual abuse by domestic
workers
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The wickedness and the destructive attitude of a domestic worker are perceived by 27.4%
of respondents as cause of child rape of the child sexual abuse by domestic workers.
According to respondents, it depends on how the domestic worker was raised, the
behavior of the group in which he/she grew and living conditions to which he/she was
subjected.
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According to 24.1% of respondents, child rape and child sexual abuse translate a
vengeance of the ill-treatment of the domestic worker by his/her boss. It results from the
fact that having nothing to harm his/her boss, the domestic servant turns to the child to
take revenge against parents.
According to 20.4% of respondents, child rape and child sexual abuse is connected to the
unavailability of the parents who leave the care of the children in the hands of the domestic
workers. In this situation, children can be easily abused behind the pretext that they are
being attended to well and loved by the domestic workers (babyseater). This kind of abuse
can go on for a long time before being discovered or noticed. Alcoholism, ignorance and
sexual perversion were respectively mentioned in the order of 15.9% and 12.2% of
respondents’ views.
4.1.2. Causes of domestic physical violence
4.1.2.1. Causes assault and battery against the spouses
The causes of assault and battery of spouses in the families as identified by respondents
are: wickedness, drunkenness, excessive anger, lack of dialogue, drugs, contempt, bad
character, accidental events. Based on respondents views these range as presented in the
table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1. Causes assault and battery of the spouses
CAUSES
%
Wickedness
22.4
Drunkenness
15.1
Excessive anger
21.7
Lack of dialogue
25.2
Drugs
5.1
Contempt
4.4
Bad character
1.5
Accidental event
4.4
The study gives four main causes of fights between spouses in families. It is, among other
things, lack of dialogue, hatred (wickedness), excessive anger and drunkenness. Around a
quarter of respondents (25.2%) highlighted that the cause of assault and battery among
married couples results from lack of dialogue. This cause comes in the 1st position.
Wickedness stands in the 2nd position as was mentioned by 22.4% of respondents. There
follows the excessive anger 21.7%. Another significant cause of assault and battery
among married couples is drunkenness as testified by 15.1% of respondents. Other
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causes are considered as marginal by respondents: drugs (5.1%), contempt (4.4%),
accidental events (4.4%) and bad character (1.5%).
4.1.2.2. Causes of killings of spouses
Respondents were asked to express themselves about killings of spouses perpetrated in
families. Different causes which were highlighted are given below in the table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. Causes of killings of spouses
CAUSES
Wickedness and anger
Ethnic divisions
Infidelity and lack of dialogue
Poison and witchcraft
Hassling
Poverty
Bad character
Drunkenness
Ignorance

%
27.3
20
18
15.3
4.7
3.5
0.3
0.8
10.1

Respondents mentioned five main causes of wife killings by husbands or vice-versa.
Wickedness and excessive anger come in the 1st position with 27.3% of respondents.
This is corroborated by the following case as given by leader ‘Tigistes’ (accused of
genocide provisionaly released and put on common interest works) in Gikongoro sector
(District of Gisagara): When he was released from Butare prison in May 2007, a man
whose name can’t be revealed here found that during his imprisonment his wife
squandered all the family fortune . Mockery from neighbors exacerbated his anger and he
killed his wife.
Even if intermarriage would be one of the strategies to reconcile all Rwandans, ethnicity
was mentioned by 20% of respondents with regards to killings of the spouses. It is
followed by lack of dialogue and adultery (unfaithfulness/infidelity) highlighted by 18% of
respondents. Other causes spouse killings are poisoning and witchcraft representing
15.3% respondents. Ignorance comes at the lowest rung of the ladder (with 10.1%) among
the main reasons pushing spouses to kill each other. The causes that have been declared
by a less significant proportion of respondents are poverty (3.5%), excessive anger (4.7%),
bad behaviour (0.3%) drunkenness (0.8%), etc.

4.1.2.3. Causes of infanticide
The causes of infanticide that have been mentioned by respondents are given below in
Table 4 in their order of importance.
Table 4: Causes of infanticide
Table 4.3. Causes of infanticide
CAUSES
Wickedness

%
13.9
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Own Love (saving of face)
43.3
Refusal of responsibility of pregnancy 28.9
by a man
Poverty
Hassle
Fear of having an illegitimate child

10.5
4.7
3.4

With 43.3% of the respondents, the saving of face comes in the first position among the
causes pushing girls to murder their babies or throwing them into dustbins. The nonacknowledgement of pregnancies by perpetrators comes in second position with 28.9% of
respondents. It is followed by wickedness which has been quoted by 13.9% of
respondents .The least important cause is poverty (10.5%) of respondents. The fear of an
illegitimate child is a marginal cause as it has only been pointed out by 3.4% of
respondents.
4.1.3. Cause of domestic psychological and economic violence.

4.1.3.1. Causes of non assistance to family
The people interviewed considered five main causes of non assistance to family .Thier
responses are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4 .4. Causes of non assistance to family
CAUSES
%
Delinquency
15.6
Adultery
33.8
Gluttony and Cupidity
14
Poverty
21.1
Drunkenness
4.9
Lack of dialogue
6.9
Abuse of living in affluence
3.6
Adultery is the most important cause of non assistance to family provided it has been
pointed out by most of people if compared to other causes. Indeed, it has been pointed out
by 33.8% of respondents whereas the second cause mainly poverty only got 21.1% of
responses of respondents. Delinquency comes in 3rd position with 15.6% of respondents. It
is followed by gluttony and cupidity of men. These two causes have been stated by 14% of
respondents. Causes having with relative low emphasis from respondents are the lack of
dialogue (6.9%), drunkenness (4.9%) and the abuse of living in affluence (3.6%).
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4.1.3.2. Causes of family abandonment
Respondents stated the causes of family abandonment in post genocide Rwanda. In
addition to some minor causes pointed out by a small proportion of respondents, three
main causes were identified by a big proportion of respondents. Details of our findings are
in table 5.
Table 5. Causes of family abandonment
CAUSES
Poverty
Prostitution
Abuse of living in affluence
Hatred
Anger
Lack of dialogue
Lack of peace at home
Cupidity

%
35.2
19.5
5.7
21.2
8
4.2
5.3
0.9

Poverty comes first among the main causes of the spouse’s family abandonment with
35.2% of respondents against 21.2% of respondents who cited hatred .The latter is
classified second and immediately followed by prostitution which was voiced by 19.5% of
respondents. Other causes identified by respondents include anger (8%), lack of peace in
the family (5.3), lack of dialogue (4.2%), and gluttony and cupidity (0.9%).
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4.1.3.3. Causes of deprivation of freedom of relations to a wife
The causes of deprivation of freedom to a woman have been pointed by respondents and
are represented in table 4.6. Apart from major causes respondents have cited other minor
ones.
Table 4.6 Causes of deprivation of freedom of relations to a wife
CAUSES
Distrust
Bitterness
Ethnicity
Jealousy
Drunkenness
Ignorance
Wickedness

%
26.8
20.8
22.5
8.3
5.6
13.7
2.4

As shown in the table above, distrust, taken to mean conjugal partner’s suspicion takes the
lead among the causes of depriving freedom to spouses. This was pointed out by 26.8% of
respondents; ethnicity comes in second position with 22.5% of respondents. A lady
member of upright Gacaca judges at Shangi, in Nyamasheke district drew up a link
between both causes. Bitterness has been pointed by 20.8% of respondents and it is
followed by ignorance 13.7%. The latter is classified very far before jealousy (8.3%).
Drunkenness and wickedness came last among

the causes with 5.6% and 2.4%

respectively.

4.1.3.4. Causes of woman’s fundamental rights deprivation
The causes of women’s fundamental rights deprivation in post genocide Rwanda have
been identified by respondents and are shown in table 4.
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Table 4. Causes of deprivation of wife’s fundamental rights
CAUSES
%
Polygamy
26.8
Poverty
26.3
Drunkenness
14.6
Ethnicity
24.5
Lack of peace
4.5
Ignorance
31
According to 31% of respondents, ignorance is the main cause for deprivation of
fundamental rights of women. As one of the leaders of Rugera sector in Nyabihu district
affirms, the problem is due to some women who do not know their rights and who
consequently can never defend themselves on one hand, and on the other hand men who
are not informed of the country’s policy about gender of 1999. The second and the third
causes are polygamy (26.8%) and poverty (26.3%) respectively. Ethnicity comes in fourth
position with 24.5% before drunkenness (14.6%).

Lack of peace in family for the

husbands comes in last position with 4.5% of respondents.

4.1.3.5. Causes of prostitution
Prostitution is evident and it is the origin of a lot of evils: propagation of HIV/AIDS, family
dislocations, abandonment and non assistance to families, spouses killing, etc. The fight
against this true calamity starts with the search for causes by asking questions to
respondents. The findings with this regards are summarized in table 4.8
Table 4.8. Causes of prostitution
CAUSES
Excessive number of women without husbands
Poverty
Drunkenness
Ethnicity
Lack of peace
Ignorance
Delinquency
Disability
Oppression

%
33.1
27.8
12.3
23.8
5.7
8.5
1.9
12.3
7.6

The number of women being so high in the Rwandan society stands as the first cause of
prostitution as viewed by 33.1% of respondents, just before poverty (27.8% of
respondents). There exists a relationship between these causes. Indeed, genocide killed
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more men than women leaving a big number of widows and orphans (monoparental
families headed by women) in Rwanda. There are also those women whose husbands
have been accused of the crime of genocide and have been provisionally discharged after
a long period spent in prison while some are still in prison. Their daughters as well find
themselves in a situation of great vulnerability.
Finally, there exist women who lost their husbands during the war of infiltrators, mainly in
Western and Northern provinces. All these events had a consequence on excessive
number of women (widows of genocide and women whose husbands are imprisoned for
crimes of genocide) and their daughters living in very difficult conditions.
Another factor explaining the excessive number of women looking for a man at all cost is
the phenomenon of strengthening/legalising monogamous marriages in Rwanda. The
husbands who had many wives were obliged by the law and authorities to live with one
legal wife; their other wives had to join the pool of women seeking men.
These women need to have their own husbands and if not they will be involved in
prostitution especially under the pressures of hunger and poverty. One of Mukamira
sector’s leader revealed to us that women of all classes living without husbands came
finally to creating an association called ‘Tumuhombe’ whose objective would be to kill men
refusing prostitution (or adulterous relationship) with them for fear of their wives’ jealousy .
‘Tumuhombe’ is both a motto and a rule of thumb meaning “let us all lose him”.
Strangely, ethnicity comes in 3rd position among the causes of prostitution with 23.8% of
respondents. It is followed by drunkenness which is voiced by 12.3% of respondents. We
believe that drunkards are often out of themselves. Disability comes in 4th position with the
same percentage of respondents (12.3% of respondents). Other causes of prostitution
scoring less than a tenth of respondents are: ignorance (8.5%), oppression (7.6%), lack of
peace (5.7%) and delinquency (1.9%).
Although the last group of causes was highly voiced by respondents, these remain
fundamental considering that even during fieldwork done for this study some men still
complained that the government, the law, the court, the police and local authorities
systematically favour women instead of men in all domains ‘men have no longer power
and rights in their families’ they concluded.
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Notably, gender policy has been misunderstood. All this makes men feel uncomfortable in
their families and rather prefer to seek other wives who do not threaten taking them to the
police or imprison them etc.

4.1.3.6. Causes of sex refusal to one’s conjugal partner
The refusal of sex to a conjugal partner (husband/wife) is one of psychological violence
discussed in analyzing some types of post genocide violence in Rwanda. It is abnormal
that a woman simply refuses sex to her husband since that can lead the latter to look for
other women to become his intimate partners since they are plentiful as we have noticed.
How can we then explain that women’s apparently thoughtless behaviour. Findings on this
are given below in table 4.9
Table 4.9. Causes of sex refusal to a conjugal partner
CAUSES
%
Fatigue
28.6
Non assistance to family
29.8
Contempt
14.9
Partner’s Disease/illness
31.4
Prostitution
3.4
Hatred
5.3
Family Planning
3
Hassle
5.7
Distrust
5.5
Gender issues
2.3
Respondents gave out four main causes of refusing sex to a conjugal partner. Ahead
comes the fear of sexually transmitted diseases (STD/STI) counted for 31.4% of
respondents. This links with the magnitude of prostitution we outlined in the above
paragraphs. When a woman discovers that her husband is having a love affair she can
require him a periodic HIV/AIDS test.
If the husband does not comply with the above, the wife refuses to have sex with him. In
such circumstances very often a husband uses force and it is only when the woman is
neutralized after fight that she gives in. This condemnable behaviour embitters the
relations between spouses for a long period.
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The second cause taking 28.6% of respondents is tiredness or fatigue after activities
exhaustive work requiring a lot of effort. Contempt is another cause and was pointed by
14.9% of respondents. The other causes of forced sex among married couples are: lack of
peace (5.7%), distrust (5.5%), hatred (5.3%), prostitution (3.4%), and family planning (3%),
and gender issues (2.3%). Although considered less important by respondents, these
causes should not be neglected.

4.1.3.7. Causes of wife’s repudiation
Another kind of psychological sexual violence of interest is the repudiation of wives by their
husbands. We interviewed a lot of people on this issue and the outcomes of our
investigation are found in table 4.
Figure 4 . Causes of wife’s repudiation
CAUSES
%
Hatred of in-laws
22.4
Contempt
16
Greediness/Cupidity
8
Prostitution
35
Illness/disease
3.6
Dirtiness
5.6
Dishonesty
7.2
Lack of dialogue
1.8
Poison
3.2

Prostitution comes in first position with 35% of respondents as cause of repudiation. We
noted woman’s systematic rape (forced sex) by their husbands for reasons already stated,
husband’s debauchery, poverty, family abandonment predispose women to prostitution.
Furthermore, it has been several times stressed by respondents that in the Rwandan
culture man had the right to marry many wives. On the other hand the same culture has
never allowed a woman to have many husbands at the same time. In this regard men have
come to believe that they have right to marry many wives as stated by the Rwandan
culture and if not at least have many concubines. Women who try to imitate this with the
pretext of misunderstood gender equality are systematically repudiated.
Hatred of in-laws comes next with 22.4% of respondents. This hatred can be a
consequence to different factors some which have already be recalled such as family
abandonment, prostitution, sex refusal to the conjugal partner, hurtful words, ethnicity and
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the last but not the least factor of hatred of in-laws is patrilineal and patriarchal system that
give men all the rights to the detriment of women.
The 3rd cause of repudiation is the contempt that some women display towards their
husbands; very often it is not contempt as such. When women need to enjoy their legal
rights, men tend to predict a scandal. It seems that men would like women to stay
marginalized in all situations as they were in the traditional society. These men really show
their resistance to changes in gender policy.
Therefore, in the above context there is strife between the new and the old mentalities.
The transitional period is always marked by problems, misunderstandings and
incomprehension. Other causes of women’s repudiation are respectively: greediness (8%),
dishonesty (7.2%), uncleanliness (5.6%), sickness (3.6%), poison (3.2%) and lack of
dialogue (1.8%).
4.2. Causes of community violence

4.2.1. Causes of community sexual violence
In the following pages are presented causes of community sexual violence most striking in
view of respondents.
4.2.1.1. Causes of rape of women in the community
The study reveals six causes of rape of women in the community. These causes are
outlined in figure 4.5 below.
Figure 4.5.Causes of rape of women in the community
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Causes rape of women in the community
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Respondents indicated that sexual perversion is the most major cause of rape of
women with 30.9% cases resulting from the nature, character, group and the
education that the perpetrator of the crime has been accustomed to.

-

Alcoholism and the use of drugs are other major causes of rape cases with 26.2%
of respondents’ views. This is because at a certain point alcoholics and drug
abusers get out of their mind and only act and react unreasonably.

-

The wickedness as another big cause of rape was pointed out by 21.6% of
respondents. It should be noted that this was the major cause of rape during the
genocide and other moments of turmoil.

-

The study shows also that poverty, sexual dissatisfaction and ignorance are other
causes of rape gathering respectively 10%, 8.5% and 2.8% of respondents’ views.

4.2.1.2. Causes of women and girls trafficking
Causes of women and girls trafficking that were identified are presented in the following
figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6. Causes of women and girls trafficking
Causes de women/girls trafficking in the
community

Cupidity; 22,4

Ignorance; 7,3
Poverty; 59,5
;Wickedness
10,8

-

With regards to women and girls trafficking poverty has been pointed out as the
main cause by 59.5% of respondents. Those who get into that business stress the
fact that they have no other alternative survival way.

-

22.4%of our respondents believe women and girls trafficking is caused by cupidity
or gluttony. It has been mentioned that people are driven into sex business by to
satisfy their own interests.

-

While wickedness takes 10.8%, ignorance represents 7.3% of causes of women
and girls trafficking given by respondents.

4.2.1.3. Causes of forced marriage
Ignorance, poverty, wickedness, cupidity and culture are among other causes of forced
marriage in Rwanda. According to the proportion of respondents the relative significance
of these causes is illustrated figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7. Causes of forced marriage
Causes of forced marriage in the community

Cupidity
8%
Wickedness
8%
Culture
3%
Poverty
10%

Ignorance
71%

-

Ignorance was recorded as the main cause of forced marriage as indicated 71% by
respondents. This type of marriage exists mostly within illiterate people and those
with very low levels of education, still bound bytraditional values and cultural belief
of the ancient times. It is also very frequent among couples who do not know their
rights.

-

While poverty takes 10% wickedness and cupidity count each for 8%; culture
seems to be the least cause of forced marriage as it represents 3% of respondents’
views. Indeed, some parents force their children to marry anticipating and hoping
that benefits from their in-laws could relievethem of their misery.

2.1.4. Causes marriage by women kidnapping

To our respondents the main causes of rapt are summarized figure 4.8 below.
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Figure 4.8. Causes of rapt (marriage by women kidnapping)
Causes of rapt in the community
Unreturned love
17%

Ignorance
36%
Culture
15%

Wickedness
6%
Poverty
26%

-

According to respondents the 1st cause of marriage by women kidnapping is
ignorance as stressed by 36% of them. In fact, in some cases when a youngman
feels uncomfortable in convincing a girl for marriage he may opt for kidnapping.

-

The 2nd cause of kidnapping is poverty as mentioned by 26% respondents. It was
found that some people opt for it for fear of paying the dowry while others do not
have sufficient funds to cover official wedding ceremonies and fear that they may be
rejected due to their poverty level.

-

Other causes of kidnapping that were recalled are among others the unreturned
love with 17%, the culture with 15%, and the wickedness with 6% of respondents.

4.2.1.5. Causes of sexual harassment at the workplace
Different causes of sexual harassment at the workplace have been highlighted and as
illustrated in figure 4.9 below.
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Figure 4.9. Causes of sexual harassment at the workplace
Causes of sexual harassment at workplace
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According to respondents, the main causes of sexual harassment at the workplace are
among others sexual perversion with 25.2%, wickedness with 21.5%, complicity in the
silence for 17.4%, poverty for 15.4%, ignorance for 11.4% and unreturned love with 9.1%
of respondents’ views.
4.2.1.6. Causes of sexual harassment at school
To believe in respondents, sexual harassment has become an issue even at school. Its
main causes are detailed in the following figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10. Causes of sexual harassment at school
Causes of sexual harassment at school
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-

During fieldwork wickedness was stressed by 36% of respondents as being the
major cause of sexual harassment at school. Indeed some teachers, due to their
sexual egoistic intentions, end up sexually harassing their students mostly girls.

-

Sexual perversion seems to be the 2nd biggest cause of sexual harassment at
school with 18.8% of the views from respondents. It has been remarked that some
teachers, driven by their disordered sexual desires, abuse of their power over
students and sexually exploit them.

-

Apart from that, poverty appears as the 3rd biggest causes representing 18.6% of
respondents’ views. This is because some girls from poor families feel defenceless
regarding to resisting sexual advances of their teachers. In fact, it has been
discovered that some teachers use marking as their negotiating power for sex. It
has been highlighted that in some classes beautiful girls never fail unless they
refuse using their beauty to gain marks.

-

Ethnicity and ignorance should not be neglected as causing sexual harassment at
school provided that they were respectively viewed by 9.1% and 6.6% of
respondents.

4.2.1.7. Causes of sexual harassment in prayers rooms
Even if sexual harassment in prayers’ rooms sounds as a marginal phenomenon in the
whole range of community violence our respondents have expressed strong views in its
regard. Main causes are summaarized below in figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11. Causes of sexual harassment in prayers rooms
Causes of sexual harassment in prayers' rooms
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Provided that love affairs are often viewed as sin, some people with sexual perversion hide
in prayers and even spend some of their time in overnight praying rooms. As a
consequence however, with their perversion they end up sexually harassing their fellow in
these praying rooms. In deed this was stressed by 32.5% of respondents.
Another factor that leads to sexual harassment in prayers’ room is promiscuity. Actually,
the fact is that when people of opposite sex are always together enjoying one another’s
company this may awaken their sexual sensation. This can eventually be a starting point
for sexual harassment as was pointed out by 31.2% of respondents.
Other causes that were identified are ignorance by 24.5% and wickedness cited by 12% of
respondents. In fact, a good number of people who spend most of their time in praying
rooms are uneducated or poorly educated and can easily be induced into sexual
harassment. For others, driven by wickedness in hidden prayer, have an ill intention of
destroying the lives of their brethren. This is often mainly for those people with sexual
transmittable infections/diseases such as HIV/AIDS.
4.2.2. Causes of community physical violence
As was seen in the previous chapter, physical violence that were identified at the
community level are among others assault and battery against genocide survivors, Gacaca
courts witnesses and massacres of those two groups ; stone-throwing on genocide
survivors’ houses and destruction of their properties; assault and battery not linked to
genocide, etc. Finding on causes these types of violence as was expressed by
respondents are analysed in the following paragraphs.

4.2.2.1. Causes of assault and battery against genocide survivors
With regards to assault and battery targeting genocide survivors the main causes that
were recalled by respondents are bad leadership, the concern for erasing evidence of
genocide involvement and hiding the truth, ethnic hatred, genocide ideology, bitterness
and revenge spirit as well as the weight of the Rwandan history. Details over these
causes, as given by respondents, are outlined below in figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12. Causes of assault and battery against genocide survivors
Causes of assault and injury against the genocide survivors
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According to 36.1% of respondents, bad leadership is classified as cause number one of
assault and battery against genocide survivors. The second cause is that of erasing the
tracks genocide and hiding the truth (25%). The other causes stressed by respondents are
the ethnic hatred (13.1%), the genocide ideology (10.4%), bitterness and revenge (15%)
and the weight of the Rwandan history.
As a matter of fact, bad governance is known as a major cause of the Rwandan genocide
provided that, majority the Rwandan population being mainly uneducated, all they can is to
obey the authorities without making any judgment prior to acting according to what leaders
ask or oblige them to do. This means that leaders can operate in both the evil and the
good by manipulating the population.
In addition, respondents are aware that the strength of leaders can’t be ignored vis-à-vis
the population under their authority. Consequently, an accountable leader should do his
best to ensure the security of genocide survivors in particular and the whole population in
general. This assertion is backed a leader in Gikondo sector (Gisagara district) who
testifies the weight of good governance in the security of genocide survivors and Gacaca
courts’ witnesses. He argues that in areas with weak leadership the security of the above
mentioned people is much more in danger than in areas with stable and good governance.
The significance of the testimony is strengthened by a witness from Kaduha sector in the
same district. Indeed, here genocide survivors had been subjected to a range of physical
violence before 2003 and this had always been linked to weak and bad leadership. But
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genocide survivors substantiate that their security has been reestablished since a new
leadership has been put in place at the district level.
4.2.2.2. Causes of assault and battery against Gacaca courts’ witnesses
According to respondents causes of assault and battery against Gacaca courts’ witnesses
are among others the wickedness, corruption, bitterness and revenge, genocide ideology,
hatred, fear of the truth and the concern of hiding the truth on own genocide crimes, etc.
The relative significance of each cause has been assessed and findings are provided
below in figure 4.13
Figure 4.13. Causes of assault and battery against Gacaca courts’ witnesses
Causes of assault and battery against Gacaca courts' witnesses
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Contrarily to previous section on survivors, the prime factor behind assault and battery
carried against Gacaca courts’ witnesses is the concern of hiding the truth by erasing the
tracks of genocide as was viewed by 40.25% of respondents. Bitterness and revenge
come in the 2nd position as raised by 16% of respondents. Other causes that were
identified are the genocide ideology with 12.60%, ethnic hatred with 11.3%, wickedness for
10.75% and corruption with 9.2% of respondents’ views.
These findings are corroborated by a Roman Catholic church leader met in Gikonko sector
(Gisagara) that explains what is behind hiding the truth to Gacaca courts: ‘ari abacitse
kwicumu ari n’abakoze jenoside si cyane gutanga ubuhamya kubyabaye muri jenoside
.Uwacitse kwicumu ati ese nenda kumugarura; undi ngo baragira ngo banshiremo’
meaning that be it on the genocide survivors or on the side of those accused of genocide
crimes, it is rare to testify on genocide events. Genocide survivors find it useless to say the
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truth just because the person who was killed during genocide will not rise from the dead.
On the side of those accused of genocide crimes reasons are that the fear of being
persecuted and put into prison.
4.2.2.3 Causes of assault and battery not linked with genocide
Following statements of respondents assault and battery not linked with genocide are
caused by among others things bitterness and jealousy, land conflicts, wickedness, drugs
and drunkenness as summarized in figure 4.14 below.
Figure 4.14. Causes of assault and battery not linked with genocide
Causes of assault and battery not linked with genocide

Land conflicts;
36,60%
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In the community, the causes of assault and battery having no relation with genocide are
among other things land conflicts (36.6%), drunkenness (18%), bitterness and jealousy
(17.9%), wickedness (16.9%) and drugs abuse (10.6%). According to respondents, the
new law in relation to woman’s rights as regards land inheritance in particular exacerbates
the misunderstanding between girls and boys heirs on a pretext that the land is very small
and cannot suffice for all beneficiaries once cut into small pieces to be shared among all
the members of a family. These responses are corroborated and confirmed by cases met
on the ground. An eye witness police officer in Kayenzi sector (Kamonyi sector) testifies
that women inheritance has become an important case for trials between heirs and
heiresses. This generates conflicts because boys refuse their sisters the right of
inheritance on a pretext that they have inherited the belongings before the law was
promulgated.
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A considerable number of respondents accuse the drunkenness the major cause of
assault and battery within the Rwandan community. Especially in rural areas,
unemployment or simply the lack of paying jobs push men and women for spending most
their times in bars where they excessively drink alcohol and leave only when they are
seriously drunk which is likely to expose them to quarrels.
4.2.2.4. Causes of killings of genocide survivors
Major causes of genocide survivors that were significantly recalled by respondents are
among others ethnicity, hatred, the concern for erasing the tracks of genocide, genocide
ideology and negation, and fear of asking for forgiveness as shown in figure 4.15.
Figure 4.15. Causes of killings of genocide survivors
Causes of killings against genocide survivors
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Findings show that the causes of killings against survivors of genocide are among other
things the concern for erasing the tracks of genocide (52%), the ideology and negation of
genocide (22%). Apart from that hatred should not be ignored as pointed out by 14% of
respondents). There also those who simply are afraid of apologizing and asking for
forgiveness (7%), ignorance (4%) and ethnicity (1%). The ethnic hatred together with the
ideology of genocide as causes of genocide survivors killings have been witnessed by an
IBUKA officer in Kayenzi sector (Kamonyi district). The officer argues that some of
genocide survivors are being killed just because they belong to Tutsi ethnic considered by
criminals as wicked people following what they mention on tracts. Hence for these
criminals killing genocide survivors would see it as a way of getting rid of Tutsis. In the
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same context, during our study, ethnic hatred was confirmed by another IBUKA officer in
Runda sector (Kamonyi) arguing that, to some extent, ethnic hatred within the Rwandan
community is also related to Gacaca courts issues provided that most of people who are
accused of crimes do not have sufficient means to compensate victims as reparation of
their wrongdoings. They consequently would prefer to kill the survivors hoping to escape
from any further prosecution.
4.2.2.5. Causes of killings not directly related with genocide
Based on assumptions from respondents there is a number killings which are not directly
related to genocide. Thes killings result from wickedness, drunkenness, robbery,
bitterness, jealousy and poverty as detailed below in figure 4.16
Figure 4.16. Causes of killings not directly related with genocide
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At the community level, respectively factors that occasion killings are: wickedness (30.9%),
bitterness (19.3%), jealousy (917.5%), drunkenness (16.8%), poverty (7%) drugs (5.3%),
and robbery (3.2%). This testimony from Rukoma sector (Kamonyi district) illustrates how
wickedness and poverty are driving people to killing. Indeed, to believe one local leader a
person was killed with an intention to extract his brain on the pretext that this would bring
out chances to gain plenty of money. This criminal act includes ignorance, poverty but also
and mostly wickedness of the perpetrator.
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4.2.2.6. Causes of mutilation of organs of the body
Findings show that the factors which lead to mutilating someone’s body are among others
wickedness, drunkenness, drug abuse, bitterness, jealousy and hatred. Respective
significance of these causes is summarized in the following figure as described by
respondents.
Figure 4.17 Causes of mutilation of organs of the body
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As for the causes of killing not directly related to genocide, mutilations of someone’s parts
of the body have as main cause wickedness and bitterness respectively with 25.7% and
22.2% of respondents’ views. Other major causes of mutilation of someone’s body are
drunkenness (13.6%), drug abuse (12%), hatred (19%) and jealous (7.7%). This example
of mutilation given by a teacher in SHANGI sector (Nyamasheke district) says a lot. In this
sector a man was cut his tongue and arm due to wickedness linked with bitterness or
hatred following the fear that he would possibly accuse the perpetrator for genocide crime.

4.2.3. Causes of community psychological and economic violence
4.2.3.1. . Causes of destruction of someone’s property.
Causes of destruction of someone’s property.is hatred, jelousy, ignorance and wickedness
as indicated in figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18. Causes of destruction of someone’s property
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The causes of damaging people’s material belongings (properties) in the Rwandan
community are ranged next in decreasing order of importance: wickedness (48.8%),
jealousy (22.9%), ignorance (16.4%), and ethnic hatred (14.9%).
Even if most part of respondents grade wickedness in first position among the causes of
destroying someone’s property (killing the neighbour’s cattle, uprooting cultivated plants
for example) ethnic hatred is believed almost every time behind this destruction as was
reported by one Kamonyi district former leaders.
According to the assertions of this former leader unknown people give in to uprooting
crops and killing genocide survivors’ cattle targeting to expel them from their
neighbourhood. To believe this witness this is due to the hatred that these people have
against genocide survivors, which links off course to previous genocide events.
4.2.3.2. Causes of stone-throwing over genocide survivors houses
With regards to throwing stones over houses of genocide survivors the causes that were
recalled from the findings are among other things the wickedness, bitterness, ethnic
hatred, ignorance, jealousy, vengeance, intimidation, drunkenness and drug abuse. These
causes are taken below in the figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19. Causes of stone-throwing over genocide survivors houses
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As regards stone-throwing over genocide survivors’ houses, wickedness has been
highlighted by most part of the study (34.4%) as the 1st cause, followed by ethnic hatred
(30%) and the bitterness (23.8%). Other causes noted from respondents are: ignorance,
jealousy, revenge, intimidation, drunkenness and use of drugs.
Although respondents have put much weight on wickedness, ethnic hatred and bitterness,
factors such as intimidation and jealousy have been pointed by key informants as playing
an important role and in terrorizing and chasing genocide survivors from the
neighbourhood where the alleged genocide criminals live to prevent any possible
prosecution.
According to the same source jealousy is triggered by the different kinds of assistance
from which genocide survivors benefit such as shelter, medical and health services,
primary and secondary education, scholarship for higher education and university. Poverty
experienced through the inability for many to afford school dues for their children increases
the jealousy against advantages gained by genocide survivors in this field.
These embittered people consider assistance rendered to genocide survivors as
favouritism for only specific social class of Rwandans and not as assistance to particular
vulnerable people due to genocide
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4.2.3.3 Causes of tracts
Within the Rwandan community causes of tracts that were identified are among others
genocide ideology, wickedness, hatred, intimidation and the concern to erase the tracks of
genocide as detailed in the following figure 4.20
Figure 4.20. Causes of tracts
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To believe in respondents within the community, tracts mostly addressed to genocide
survivors. For 47.43%, respondents pointed fingers to the ideology of genocide as being
the major cause of tracts. This is followed by wickedness as mentioned by 38.36% of
respondents. Other causes are intimidation, hatred, the concern for erasing tracks of
genocide by terrorizing all those who are likely to testify or file a complaint on genocide
crime.
Genocide ideology has been signaled as an undeniable cause of tracts addressed
particularly to genocide survivors and to the general population. During interviews one
Anglican religious leader in Kamegeri sector (Nyamagabe district), revealed that it is
through tracts that those who want to perpetuate the genocide ideology find a conducive
ground to trade divisionist ideas and negation of genocide mainly provided that nowadays
they cannot do it openly fearing prosecution by the leadership in place.
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4.2.3.4. Causes of direct intimidation
With regards to direct intimidation causes that were identified by respondents are
ignorance, wickedness, ethnic hatred, bitterness and vengeance as well as jealousy.
Details related to these findings are presented in the following figure.
Figure 4.21. Causes of direct intimidation
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In opposition to indirect intimidation (tracts, throwing stones), direct intimidation consists of
threatening or directly attacking somebody. Evidence show that the causes of this violence
are: wickedness (42.5%), ignorance (22.8%), ethnic hatred (13.7%), bitterness and
revenge (16.9%), and jealousy (4.1%).
4.2.3.5. Causes of discrimination in the community
Evidence show that causes of discrimination in the Rwandan community are ignorance,
jealousy, the weight of the Rwandan history and the genocide ideology as this can be seen
in the next figure.
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Figure 4.22. Causes of discrimination in the community
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Majority of respondents emphasized that ignorance and jealousy are the main causes of
discrimination in the Rwandan community as they represent respectively 57.2% and
31.2% of respondents’ views. Two other causes were highlighted among other the weight
of the Rwandan history (10.6%) and the genocide ideology (1%).

4.2.3.6. Causes of trauma inflicted to genocide survivors
Following assumptions of respondents, the main causes of the trauma inflicted to genocide
survivors are the reminiscence of genocide atrocities, genocide related illness, expulsion
of personal feelings and the issue of not finding the expected truth, etc. Details on the
findings are summarized below in the figure 4.23
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Figure 4.23. Causes of trauma inflicted to genocide survivors
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Three important causes of trauma experienced by the genocide survivors have been
sorted out by respondents, which are: reminiscence of genocide atrocities (38.3%),
genocide related to genocide (36.1%), expulsion of personal feelings (23%). The fact of
not finding the expected truth has also been pointed but by a small number of respondents
that is 2.6%. During the fieldworks one Gacaca courts upright officer in Kayenzi sector
(Kamonyi district) testified on motives behind genocide survivors’ trauma. According to this
testimony genocide survivors endure intimidations during Gacaca courts’ sessions. The
case that was stressed is the fact that during these sessions some people rise massively
at once yelling against witness declarations delivered by a genocide survivors. This
behaviour brings back survivors under the massive Interahamwe attacks during genocide
and provokes trauma to them.
4.2.3.7. Causes of hurtful words
Based on views from respondents the main causes of hurtful words in the Rwandan
community are ethnic hatred, wickedness, genocide ideology and jealousy. Detailed
findings are presented next in figure 2.24.
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Figure 2.24. Causes of hurtful words
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According to respondents, in the Rwandan community, hurtful words are mainly due to
ethnic hatred, wickedness, jealousy and the ideology of genocide as stressed respectively
by 61.4%, 22%, 14.7% and 1.9% of respondents. One genocide female survivor from
Kaduha sector in Nyamagabe district revealed that hurtful words address to genocide
survivors by those haunted with genocide ideology follow from excessive ethnic hatred.
Indeed to believe in that woman it is inconceivable for a human being to deny the death of
someone who died during genocide whose body was buried publicly. This denotes hatred
and unprecedented wickedness, the woman concludes. The same informant gave other
cases of hurtful words following genocide ideology where those haunted by this ideology
use words such as: Muzapfa nkibimonyo nkuko nabandi bapfuye (meaning: you’ll be
massively exterminated as was done for others).
4.2.3.8. Causes of complicity in imprisonment
The major causes of complicity in imprisonment are wickedness, ethnicity, jealousy and
hatred. The relative significance of each cause as described by respondents is given in the
following figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25. Causes of complicity in imprisonment
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Four causes of the complicity in imprisonment within the Rwandan community have been
highlighted by our respondents. Most of them that is 48.3% highlighted that wickedness is
the main cause of this complicity followed by ethnicity totalling 23.4% of respondents.
Hatred and jealousy have also been identified as major causes of complicity in
imprisonment in the Rwandan community by respectively 18.8% and 14.6% of
respondents. These results are corroborated by the declaration of one grassroots level
leader in Kaduha sector insisting that jealousy is the main cause of complicity in
imprisonment. According to this testimony most of people involved in compensation of
properties damaged or looted during genocide and who have insufficient means are time
after time pointed out into cases of complicity for imprisoning those who have enough
means in order to force them for help in paying off that debt
4.2.3.9. Causes of corruption in the Rwandan community
In the post-genocide Rwandan society main causes of corruption are cupidity (gluttony),
ignorance, poverty and obvious willingness of hiding the truth. Details over representation
of respondents’ views for each causes are found in the following chat
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Figure 4.26. Causes of corruption in the Rwandan community
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The causes of corruption in the Rwandan community are, according to respondents and
following the order of importance: cupidity (55.7%), ignorance (30.5%), willingness for
hiding the truth (9.5%) and poverty (4.3%). According to a witness from an IBUKA officer in
Runda sector (Kamonyi district) a woman whose children have been involved in genocide
has systematically engaged in corruption by giving out money to the population as for
buying their consciousness in order to dissimulate the crimes of her children. The same
informant points out the corruption whose Gacaca courts upright people are found guilty by
acquitting the alleged genocide criminals. These two aforementioned testimonies illustrate
and substantiate the findings of this study according which the willingness for hiding the
truth about genocide crimes and poverty are causes of corruption.
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CHAP 5. LEVEL OF INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN ALTERNATIVE
CONFLICTS RESOLUTION METHODS
With regards to the level of involvement in alternative conflict resolution methods we found
it necessary to know the level of involvement of individuals and community in alternative
conflicts resolution methods. Actually this involvement has to be the starting point of the
strategies to be implemented for eradicating violence mining and tearing the Rwandan
post genocide society. The current level of involvement of both individuals and community
in alternative conflicts resolution methods is a datum that these strategies should not
ignore. The indicators that were considered are values and attitudes conditioning the
implementation of alternative conflicts resolution methods and which are advocated in
Rwanda after genocide.

5.1. Level of personal involvement in alternative conflicts resolution methods
The indicators that have been considered in order to draw out the level of respondents’
personal involvement are the implemented alternative conflicts resolution methods in post
genocide Rwanda. They are mainly:
1. Active participation in Gacaca participative jurisdiction,
2. Willingness to forgiveness,
3. Willingness to apologize (asking for forgiveness),
4. Recognition and confession of own wrongdoings,
5. Willingness to repair damages for crimes perpetrated against others,
6. Willingness for dialogue,
7. Willingness for tolerance
8. Willingness for sharing spirit,
9. involvement in fight against ethnic hatred,
10. Involvement in unity and reconciliation associations located countrywide.
For each of the above indicators, respondents had to answer questions following scales of:
never, rarely, sometimes, often and very often. Each respondent was able to locate
answer on either of those scales. Data collected about this topic are summarized in figures
followed by analyses of findings.
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5.1.1. Participation in Gacaca participative jurisdictions.
We were eager to know whether respondents are personally involved in Gacaca activities
and, if yes, with which frequency. The findings are presented in the following figure.
Figure 5.1 Participation in Gacaca courts sessions
Participation in Gacaca courts sessions
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From our investigations, we found that 54.2% of the respondents very often participate in
Gacaca courts sessions against 25.1% who often attend it. We therefore conclude that
80.3% of respondents regularly participated in Gacaca activities. This is an important thing
as those who never attend or those who participate rarely totalize only 11.1% of
respondents. However, there is a difference between attendance and active and sincere
participation in Gacaca courts. Therefore another indicator for participation in these
jurisdictions should envisage, such as the frequency of witness.
Figure 5.2. Testimony in front of Gacaca courts
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By comparing the findings in the above figure with those of the previous one, 50.3% of
respondents testify very often in Gacaca courts sessions (ref. the above figure) whereas
there was 54.2% that very often participate in those jurisdictions. It is remarked that 27.4%
of respondents often testify to Gacaca courts. This figure is slightly bigger than that of
respondents who participate in Gacaca sessions that is 26.1%. Generally it can be
concluded that the level of active participation in Gacaca courts activities is very good.
That is evidence that respondents have well understood that unity and reconciliation go
through Gacaca courts among other things.

5.1.2. Willingness to forgive
The national unity and reconciliation of Rwandans go through the willingness to forgive. It
is one of the reasons why we wanted to evaluate the level of this willingness among our
respondents. Findings are summarized below in the figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3. Willingness to forgive
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As seen above, 47.20% of respondents very often feel ready to forgive while up to 28.20%
respondents often are willing to forgive. The last two groups sum up to 75.40% of
respondents. To this should be added 13.70% who sometimes feel ready to forgive. All
this is a big asset for alternative conflicts resolution strategies in Rwanda for the coming
years. Off course forgiveness can happen and have effects only if people admit and
confess their crimes. This is the reason why the level of willingness to confess of own
crimes perpetrated against others was tested.
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5.1.3. Acknowledgement and confession of own crimes
We were eager to know if respondents are used or not with acknowledging their mistakes,
a precondition for the willingness for apologizing and eventually being forgiven. Findings
are presented in the next chat.
Figure 5.4 : Acknowledgement and confession crimes committed
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Findings reveal that 41.70% of respondents very often admit and confess their mistakes
while 27% do it often. These two frequencies have an average closer to 70% of
respondents. Those who are concerned for only sometimes or rarely concerned with this
represent respectively 14.90% and 5.20% of respondents whereas people who never
admit or confess their mistakes sum up 11.20% of respondents. Put together people who
never admit and confess of their mistakes and those who do it rarely add up to 16.40%.
This figure seems relatively high and shows that there still people who are not willing to
admit or confess of their crimes. This stands as a blockage against implementing
alternatives conflicts resolution methods.
5.1.4. Willingness to apologize
As was previously highlighted, forgivennes is preconditionned by the acknowledgement
and confession of own crime as well as the apology made on that. It is therefore
interesting to find out if people are willing or are used to apologizing. Findings on this issue
are presented in the next figure 5.5 below.
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Figure 5.5. Willingness to ask for forgiveness
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Findings as summarized in figure 5.5 above reveal that only 35.20% of the concerned
respondents have very often demanded for forgiveness whereas those very often ready to
forgive and those admitting and confessing of their mistakes stand respectively at 47.20%
(figure 5.3.) and 41.70% (figure 5.4.) of same respondents. This means that among there
is more people ready to forgive than those willing to apologize even if they very often admit
their mistakes. Here we oversee a problem likely to compromise the implementation of the
alternative conflicts resolution methods provided that it is difficult to forgive someone who
does not apologize as remarks one Gacaca court officer (inyangamugayo) in Shangi
secotr (Nyamasheke district).
It already has been mentioned in the chapter dedicated to causes of community violence
that the alleged genocide criminals who are provisionally released attack genocide
survivors, Gacaca courts witnesses and officers in bid to hide the truth with different
manœuvres due to fearing to apologize. Nonetheless it is not such worrisome considering
that those who very often ask for forgiveness add up to more than 30%, that’s more than
one third of respondents who can be capable to drive others.
Par contre les respondents qui pardonnent often, celles qui reconnaissent et avouent often
leurs fautes et celles qui demandent often pardon gardent presque la même proportion
située entre 25% et 30%, that’s to say respectivement 28.20% (figure 5.3), 27% (figure
5.4) et 26.60% (figure 5.5) des respondents.
Contrarily to this situation, the percentage of people who never ask for forgiveness is very
significant (17% as seen from figure 5.5) compared to those who never feel ready to
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forgive (7.80% in figure 5.3) and those who never admit or confess of their mistakes
(11.20% see figure 5.4). It is obvisous that the number of people who are not willing to
apologize is higher than the number of those who are not willing to forgive.

5.1.5. Willingness for dialogue
Dialogue or, generally, communication in social live is considerable requirement. It is even
said that for social life communication is worth what blood is for human body, or what
lubricant is for an engin! Life without dialogue and conflicts regulation without dialogue is
inimaginable. Hopefully it is now clear why this indicator is important in this study with
regards to opening for alternative conflicts resolution strategies in the post genocide
Rwanda. Findings on this indicator are summarized in figure 5.6 below.
Figure 5.6. Willingness for dialogue
Dialogue on personal level
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Evidence show that people used or willing to dialogue very often, totalize 32.50% of
respondents. This figure is near the one for people who very often aplogize which is
35.20% (figure 5.5). Added to this are people often involved in dialogue representing
24.8% of respondents. They are situated pratictically between 25 and 30% of those who
forgive, admit and often confess of their mistakes (that’s respectively 26.60% in figure 5.5;
27% in figure 5.4. and 28.20% in figure 5.3).
It is obvisous from figure 5.6 above that people who are never willing to dialogue represent
15.30% of respondents. This percentage is also close thhe one for people who never
apologize (which is 17% refer to figure 5.5). Therefore findings from the field mutually
control and confirm each other. Here we have one of evidence that these findings are
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credible and accurate provided that acknowledgement, confession of mistakes and
forgiveness are unthinkable without dialogue.
5.1.6. Willingness for tolerance
Willingness for tolerance is another fundamental value absolutely necessary for any
alternative conflicts resolution method. That’s the reason why we made sure that we test
this willingness level amongst our respondents. Findings on this value are given next in the
figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7. Willingness for tolerance
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Through figure 5.7 it can be noticed the number of people who are used with tolerance.
Those who very often tolerate others exactely add up to 29.50% of respondents, that’s
almost pratically 30%. This figure is not very far from the one for people who often are
involved in dialogue (35.20% refer to figure 5.6). This is not a problem provided that
among other things the willingness to dialogue is conditioned by tolerance. As for people
who often tolerate, they totalise 25.80% of respondents meaning the range between 25
and 30% of those who often admit and confess of their mistakes (figure 5.4), those who
often forgive (figure 5.3) and those who often are involved in dialogue (figure 5.6).
5.1.7. Willingness to pay compensation to the victims
The willingness to repair own mistakes and damages caused to the third party is an
attitude <paired with alternative conflicts resolution methods. That’s why it was important
to know at which level respondents are concerned with this compensation. Findings on this
matter are taken next in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8. Willingness to pay compensation to the victims
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According to findings condensed in figure 5.8, people who are very often concern with
repairing their mistakes and very often ready to compensate make up 30.50% of
respondents and this is almost the same as the number of people who very often are
tolerant (29.50% of respondents, refer to figure 5.7), very often engaged in dialogue
(32.50%, refer to figure 5.6) and very often apologize (35.20%, refer to figure 5.5). People
who often go for compensation drop to 24.60% of respondents while those who do it
sometimes form 18.20% of respondents. It should be remarked that 17.70% of
respondents would never compensate the victims of their wrongdoings. This figure almost
matchs exactely with the figure of those who are not willing to apologize that is 17% of
respondents as seen in figure 5.5. It is nearly one fifth of all respondents.
5.1.8. Willingness to sharing with others
The post genocide Rwanda has been scene for a lot of population movements. Old
refugees left the country in 1959, leaving behind their lands and other properties for
example and returned 35 years later, that’s in 1994. During these last years people have
massively fled Rwanda for refuge camps in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and
elsewhere in the neighbouring countries. When they returned from 1996, these people
found that their properties had been taken. The Government of National unity has
advocated and implemented the policy of sharing (Isaranganya) mainly with regards to the
land ownership in rural area. Some of land related conflicts result from the way the sharing
process is done mainly in the Eastern and Western provinces. Other land related conflicts
are happening inside families. For all these reasons, we belive that the presence or
absence of sharing willingness among Rwandans can be an asset or obstacle to the
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alternative conflicts resolution methods in Rwanda after the genocide. That’s why we were
careful about testing the level of the willingness for sharing amongst our respondents.
Findings on which the study leads are summarized next in the figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9. Level of sharing willingness
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As is clear from figure 5.9 above, 43.20% of respondents have declared that very often
they are willing to share with others; for 27.50% respondents admit they often feel ready
for sharing while 14.10% sometimes are willing to do so. Those who rarely or never
believe they can share properties with others have almost the same representation, that’s
respectively 7% and 7.20% of respondents. Thus willingness for sharing exists amongst
Rwandans. This is an asset for solving some conflicts which are the origin of number of
domestic and community violence.

5.1.9. Personal involvement in fighting ethnic hatred
It is undeniable that ethnic hatred is one of the biggest causes, if not the main cause, of
the 1994 Rwandan genocide. Consequently, unity and reconciliation of the Rwandans
passe through thr fight against ethnic hatred or, more better through its eradication. That’s
why it was interesting to know the level of people’s involvement in fighting ethnic hatred
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that has torn the social fabric of the Rwandans. Findings on this matter are condensed in
the next figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10. Personal involvement in fighting ethnic hatred
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People who are very often involved in fighting ethnic hatred form 38.80% of respondents.
There follow those who often are involved in that fight for 29.10% of respondents.
Contrarily, those who never or rarely involved represent respectively 9.30% and 7% of
respondents while 14.9% of respondents sometimes get involved in this fight.

5.1.10. Personal involvement in National Unity and Reconciliation associations
One of convincing indicators for personal involvement in fighiting ethnic hatred is the
adherence and active participation in unity and reconciliation associations. That is the
reason why it was necessary to know the level of respondents’ participation in these
associations. Findings on this issue are given below in figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11. Involvement in the National unity and reconciliation associations
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Findings as summarized in figure 5.11 reveal that 36.80% of respondents very often
participate in unity and reconciliation associations. This figure is comparable to the number
of people who very often are involved in the fight against ethnic hatred (figure 5.10). It is
noticeable also that 26.90% of respondents often participate in these whereas 19.10%
sometimes attend them. People who never participate in the associations form 9.20% of
respondents. This is pratically similar to the percentage (9.30%) of respondents who never
involve themselves in the fight against ethnic hatred. Therefore, data from figure 5.11 are
verified by those from figure 5.10.
5.2. Community involvement in the alternative conflicts resolution methods
Indicators that were chosen with regard to the level of community involvement in the
alternative conflicts resolution methods are as follows:
1. Involvement in the security of genocide survivors;
2. Involvement in the security of those admitting and confessing of their genocide
crime;
3. Involvement in the security of Gacaca courts’ witnesses ;
4. Involvement in the compensation of genocide survivors ;
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5. Involvement in fighting the culture of impunity ;
6. Involvement of medias in the unity and reconciliation process;
7. Involvement of religious confessions in the unity and reconciliation process ;
8. Involvement of the Rwadan education system in the alternative conflicts resolution
methods ;
9. Involvement of the Rwandan youth in the unity and reconciliation process.
For each abovementioned indicator respondents were requested to range their answers
according to the level of community involvement in the alternative conflicts resolution
methods that’s: none, insufficient, medium, big and very big. Everyone was asked to
situate the level of community involvement on a scale. Findings on the matter are
summarized in the next figures along with their interpretation.
5.2.1. Community involvement in the security genocide survivors
In Rwanda one of indicators to assess the level of community involvement in the
alternative conflicts resolution methods happens to be the security of genocide survivors.
Findings with regards to this matter are summarized in figure 5.12.
Figure 5.12. Level of community involvement in the security of genocide survivors
Level of community involvement in the security of
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The findings summarized above in figure 5.12 corroborate that 46% of respondents
assume that the level of community involvement in the security of the 1994 genocide
survivors is very big, while 24.50% (that’s a quarter )of respondents consider this level as
big. Thus, for more than 70% of respondents the level of community involvement in the
security of genocide survivors is either very big or big. Nevertheless, one tenth of
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respondents (exactly 10.50%) believe that the community is not at all involved in the
security of genocide survivors.

5.2.2. Level of community involvement in the security of Gacaca courts’ witnesses
To implement alternative conflicts resolution methods Gacaca courts’ witness need to be
secured. Indeed, any conflicts resolution implies re-establishmen of the truth first and
foremost and then reparation of damages caused. It is therefore very important in this
study to know to what extent the community is involved in the security of Gacaca courts’
witnesses. Findings regarding this matter are given next in the figure 5.13.
Figure 5.13. Community involvement in the security des Gacaca courts’ witnesses
Level of community involvement in the security of Gacaca Jurisdictions' witnesses
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According to respondents, Gacaca courts’ witnesses seem to be kept secure by the
community more than genocide survivors. Indeed, findings from figure 5.13 highlight that
57% of respondents believe the level of community involvement in the security of Gacaca
courts’ witnesses is very big, whereas this figure drops to 46% with regards to the
community involvement in the security des genocide survivors (refer to figure 5.12).
Moreover, 23.70% of respondents consider as big the level of community involvement in
the security des Gacaca courts’ witnesses. Finaly only 4.80% of respondents believe the
community is not at all involved in the security of Gacaca courts’ witnesses compared to
10.50% who find the community is not engaged in in the security of genocide survivors
(refer to figure 5.12). Hence there is no doubt that Gacaca courts’ witnesses enjoy
protection from the community more than genocide survivors.
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5 Community involvement in the security of people who have admitted and
confessed of genocide crime
The security of people who have admitted and confessed of genocide crime may seriously
be compromised by the alleged genocide perpetrators who are on trial either in front of
Gacaca courts or in ordinary tribunal by fear of being denounced. Findings on the extent to
what the community is involved in the security of this group of people are given in the
figure 5.14 below.
Figure 5.14. Community involvement in the security of people who have admitted
and confessed of genocide crime
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Findings from figure 5.14 above regard the level of the community involvement in the
security of people who have admitted and confessed of the genocide crime. Is can be
seen 51% of respondents considers as very big the level of community involvement in the
security of those who have admitted and confessed of the genocide crime and 20%
consider this involvement as big. Thus more than 70% of respondents belive the level of
community involvement in the security of people who have admitted and confessed of the
genocide crime is either big or very big compared to 7.70% and 8% who respectively
consider this involvement to be insufficient or nonexistent. Finally, for 13.70% of
respondents this level is deemed to be medium.

5.2.4. Level of community involvement in fighting the culture of impunity
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The culture of impunity can in no way be conducive to the foresaid alternative conflicts
resolution methods. It can contrarily be the origin of an infernal cycle of violence.
Consequently fighting the culture of impunity is a prerquisite to the implementation of
alternative conflicts resolution strategies. The culture of impunity is a powerful stimulant of
violence. These are reasons that pushed for consideration of this indicator in this study.
Findings regarding community involvement in fighting the culture of impunity are given in
the next figure 5.15.
Figure 5.15. Community involvement in fighting the culture of impunity
Community involvement in fighting the culture of impunity
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As is clear through figure 5.15, 40% of respondents consider that the level of community
involvement in fighting the culture of impunity is very big whereas 31.50% of respondents
assume that this level is big. Moreover, 14.50% of respondents regard as medium the
level of community involvement in fighting the culture of impunity. Besides, only 8% of
respondents assume this level as being insufficient whereas for 5.70% it is nonexistent.
Fighting the culture of impunity is hence an indeniable reality. As one of grassroots leader
in Mushubati sector (Rutsiro district) concedes violence is decreasing following examplary
sanctions which are discouraging crimes.
5.2.5. Level of media involvement in unity and reconciliation process
Rwandan media can have a powerful contribution in the implementation of alternative
conflicts resolution strategies, i.e by systematically denouncing cases of unpunished
crimes, by insuring large mediatic coverage on examplary sanctions, or by reporting with
details and as many testimony as unfortunate situations, cases of bravery and heroism. It
is in this sense that media are deemed to be the fourth power and a strong agent of
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socialisation. It was therefore crucial to know the extent to what Rwandan media is
involved in the unity and reconciliation process. Figure 5.16 summarizes the findings on
this issue.
Figure 5.16. Level of Rwandan media involvement in the unity and reconciliation
process
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Considering findings in figure 5.16 above, 37% of respondents assume that the level of
Rwandan media involvement in the process of unity and reconciliation as being very
big whereas 25.50% admit this level is big. Data in the same figure show that 22.80% of
respondents regard this level as medium. Less than the tenth of respondents (7.30%)
believe that Rwandan media are not at all involved in the process of unity and
reconciliation. People are convinced that the role of Rwandan media in this process
is insufficient. Representing only (7.60%) of respondents.
5.2.6. Level of involvement of religious confessions in the process of unity and
reconciliation
The same as for media, schools and judicial system, religious confessions form a giant
agent of socialisation. It is consequently important for this study to know how people
consider the extent of religious confessions involvement in the process of unity and
reconciliation. Findings regarding this issue are summarized in figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17.

Involvement of religious confessions in the process of unity and

reconciliation
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It is very clear from figure 5.17 that 35% of respondents assume thatr eligious confessions
are highly involved in the process of unity and reconciliation whereas 25.60% consider this
involvement as big. Moreover 16.60% of respondents assume that the level of religious
confessions in the process of unity and reconciliation is medium. Besides, 12.90% of
respondents believe that religious confessions never get involved in the process of unity
and reconciliation.
One of leaders in Rugera sector (Nyabihu district) revealed that ‘you can give only what
you have, what you incarnate’. This leader assumes that some religious confessions are
torn by conflicts which they export into the society when preaching by bad example. These
confessions often force grassroots leaders and the police to intervene in order to end their
internal conflicts. Hence, this informant conludes that the State should not expect much
from religious confessions with regards to unity and reconciliation.
However that may be religious confessions ramain indisputably an agent of socialisation
that cannot be ignored and which should be carefully exploited using appropriate
strategies.
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5.2.7. Level of school’s involvement in the process of unity and reconciliation
The school should particular about unity and reconciliation strategies. Indeed the
education system is comparable to a factory of which inputs or raw materials are the
noneducated children and outputs are people that the society needs for fighting
threatening diseases and for the triumph of fundamental values to increase its prestige in
front of other societies. It is therefore important to know the level of involvement of the
Rwandan schools in the process of unity and reconciliation. Findings are summarized in
figure 5.18 below.
Figure 5.18. Level of schools’ involvement in the process of unity and reconciliation
Level of school's involvement in alternative conflicts
resolution methods
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Figure 5.18, shows that 43% of respondents believe the schools are highly involved the
process of unity and reconciliation while 21.90% of respondents assume that this
involvement is simply big. Moreover, people who assume the level of schools’ involvement
in alternative conflicts resolution methods insufficient or nonexistent represent respectively
11.50% and 10.40% of respondents. Unfortunately these two assumptions represent more
than one fifth of respondents. Actually this valid only partially provided that the genocide
ideology is regularily deplored in some schools.
5.2.8. Level of involvement of the youth in the process of unity and reconciliation
It is often believed that the youth is the future of Rwanda meaning that the future of
Rwandan society lies in hands of Rwandan youth. It is therefore important to test the level
of the youth’s involvement in the alternative conflicts resolution methods aiming at the
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unity and reconciliation of Rwandans. Findings regarding this variable are summarized
below in the figure 5.19.

Figure 5.19. Level of the youths involvement in the process of unity and
reconciliation
Level of the Youth's involvement in the Unity and
Reconciliation process
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Based on findings summarized in figure 5.19 above, 60% of respondents consider that the
youth is highly involved in the process of unity and reconciliation. The Rwandan youth is
very prominent within social groups we analyzed for the level of involvement in alternative
conflicts resolution methods aimed at unity and reconciliation of Rwandans. Indeed, none
of these groups was viewed as highly as the youth with regard to the involvement in these
methods.
On the ground, especially in Rutsiro district many people declared that these last days
they are increasingly witnessing young genocide survivors who have among their best
friends, children of people who are accused of the genocide crime. This phenomenon had
already been found in 2003 by the study on the situation of the Rwandan youth carried out
jointly by the German Technical Cooperation (lGTZ) and the Rwandan Ministry of Youth,
Sports and Culture (2003: 99). This observation is very grateful and promising for Rwanda
whose youth forms more than 60% of the population.
However, there is a minority of respondents who assume that the level of involvement of
the Rwandan youth in the process of unity and reconciliation is insufficient or does not
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exist at all. Those who consider that the youth is never involved in unity and reconciliation
process form 2% while 3.30% of respondents believe the youth’s involvement is
insufficient. Nonetheless, findings on this matter tend to show that the Rwandan youth is a
social class on which leaders can rely with regard to the implementation of the alternative
conflicts resolution strategies in order to consolidate the unity and reconciliation of all
Rwandans.
CHAP. 6. GENERAL CONCLUSION

In this section, it proves necessary to give the main lines of the findings. The main
objectives of this study were to identify types of violence experienced in Rwanda after the
1994 genocide and to analyze profound causes of each type of violence in order to lead to
strategies that can be implemented for the eradication of violence and the strengthenin of
Unity and Reconciliation of the Rwandans. The study came up with two main categories of
violence: domestc violence and community violence. For each main category the study
distinguished sexual violence, physical violence as well as psychological and economic
violence. In the paragraphs below we give a thorough summary on types of violence, their
causes and recommandations for the promotion of unity and reconciliation of the
Rwandans.
6.1. SYNTHESIS OF THE TYPES OF VIOLENCE IN RWANDA SINCE THE 1994
GENOCIDE UNTIL 2007
This study identified 17 types of domestic violence (4 types of sexual violence, 3 types of
physical violence and 10 types of psychological and economic violence) that are presented
below.


Four types of sexual violence: the rape and sexual abuse against children comes
in first position with 21.6% of respondents, the forced sex comes in the 2nd place
with 14.8% of respondents and are directly followed by the rape of the girls while
the rape of the domestic workers by their bosses stands in last position with only
9.2% of respondents. However the rape of the women by their husbands presents a
large scale threat than the other domestic rape cases. It has been attested by
68.4% of respondents. The adultery is at large scale following the excess number of
women without husbands (widowed genocide survivors, wives of the prisoners
alleged genocide criminals, women thrown on the street by the abolition of the
polygamy and the strict imposition of the monogamous marriage). Men spend
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money in prostitution and don't assist their respective families as they should. Due
to the non assistance to the family and fear to be contaminated by the HIV/AIDS,
women refuse having sex with their husbands. Consequently, men brutalize them
and systematically rape them. As for the rape of the children and child sexual abuse
inside the families, according to respondents they are explained by the sexual
perversion, the search for life chances and the cure against HIV/AIDS. The rape of
the domestic workers by their bosses has been attested by 0.7% of respondents
(refer to table 3.3.). This small percentage is due to the fact that the big majority of
respondents live in rural areas.


Three types of physical violence: Assault and battery is in the first position with
47% of respondents, followed by killings of spouses (19% of respondents) and
infanticide with 18% of respondents (Refer to figure 3.4). The frequency of the
assault and battery, of the infanticide and the killings of the spouses by their
partners share the same magnitude provided that 61% of respondents consider that
they reproduced 4 to 6 times during the last 12 months prior to the study. It’s only
less than 10% of respondents who affirm that this violence occured 7 times and
more during the same period. They are therefore in way of reduction.



Ten types of psychological and economic violence: People who pointed out non
assistance to the family, abandonment of the family and hurtful words range
between 41.1 and 44.4% of respondents. They are located at the same level and
are followed by repudiation of wives and adultery that count each 36% of
respondents. The 3rd group is formed by the refusal of sex to the spouse (30.4% of
respondents), complicity in the imprisonment (28.6% of respondents), depriving a
woman from freedom for relation (26%), deprivation of the fundamental rights to the
wife (26%) and woman's repudiation (22.7% of respondents). Men are more and
more guilty of non assistance to the family, of abandonment to the family, of
woman's repudiation, of the adultery, of the deprivation of right of relation and the
fundamental rights to the woman. But women get more involved in the refusal of
sex to the spouse and especially in complicity in spouse's imprisonment. In fact it is
not complicity in imprisonment as such. It is rather women who let grassroots
leaders and the police know about the violence of which they are victims. The
husbands say then that their wives plot for their detention.Adultery and deprivation
of fundamental rights have a larger scale threat than other types of psychological
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and economic violence. They are followed by women’s repudiation and hurtful
words as far as the severe extent it takes.
Types of violence that have been identified in the community by respondents rise to the
number of twenty-two. They are more varied than the types of violence noticed in the
families and their distribution is depicted in the paragraphs to follow.


Seven types of community sexual violence: rape of the wife, girls and women
trafficking, forced marriages, rapt, sexual harassment at the workpalce, sexual
harassment at school and sexual harassment in prayers rooms.



Six types of community physical violence: massacres of Gacaca courts
witnesses, massacres of genocide survivors, assault and battery against Gacaca
courts witnesses come in the first place among community physical violence. The
proportion of respondents that confirmed them varies between 20% and 21.2% of
respondents. These physical violence reach a relatively large scale provided that
respondents who testify that they occurred 4 to 6 times during the last twelve
months prior to this study form 67% for massacres of genocide survivors and 63.1%
for assault and battery against Gacaca courts witnesses and 48.9% for the assault
and battery against survivors of genocide (refer to figures 3.13 and 3.14).

The majority of respondents, that is to say 45.2% of respondents, assert that killings of
genocide survivors, deadly tortures as well as assault and battery against genocide
survivors are perpetrated by people alleged genocide criminals who are provisionally
released. Findings of this study are corroborated by the reports of IBUKA (2007)
quoted by Aggée MUGABE SHYAKA (2007) and according to which, 165 genocide
survivors were killed between 2000 and 2006 and 121 others narrowly escaped from
death, 282 cases of direct intimidations and threats of death were recorded, while 580
tracts threatening to death of genocide survivors and witnesses were counted in the
country for the same period. The same people alleged genocide criminals who are
provisionally released share with family's members (land conflicts) and the delinquents
the blame on assault and battery, killings, mutilations of the body not directly linked to
genocide (refer to figure 3.15).
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Nine types of community psychological and economic violence: As shown in
figure 3.16, respondents identified 12 types of psychological and economic violence
distributed in six groups according to the proportions of respondents, especially
complicity in imprisonment, direct intimidation, hurtful words, divisionism, trauma
inflicted to genocide survivors, armed robbery, persecution, corruption, stonethrowing on the houses of genocide survivors, tracts, destruction of the material
assets of genocide survivors.

Complicity in imprisonment takes the main part within community psychological and
economic violence. Indeed, it has been indicated by 68.8% of respondents. This type of
violence is accentuated more in the community than in the family where it has been
pointed out by 28, 6% of respondents (figure 3.7). The second group of the community
psychological violence consists of the genocide negation (58.9%), intimidation or direct
threat (58.7%) and hurtful words (56.6). The third group is formed of divisionism and
trauma inflicted to genocide survivors as all have been mentioned by 54.7% of
respondents. The 4th group is made of armed robbery (52.9%) and persecution (52.4%).
Corruption and stone-throwing on houses of genocide survivors form the next-to-last group
with respectively 49.6% and 42.6% of respondents. Types of violence that were mentioned
by a relatively small number of respondents are the tracts (33.7%) and destruction of
material assets (properties) belonging to genocide survivors (33%).
Most violence occurring inside families and in the general Rwandan society since the 1994
genocide until 2007 are interdependent and affect several sectors at a time. For example
lack of dialogue in the family, complicity in imprisonment of a spouse and adultery have for
consequence the woman's repudiation, non assistance to the family and abandonment of
family which on their turn, prompt women to refuse sex to their husbands. Hence the later
resort to raping their wives. This unspeakable act compromises all chances for
reconciliation and pushes to a cycle of hatred, bitterness and revenge that can lead to
repudiation of the wife or spouse's murder. Other examples come from community
physical, psychological and economic violence. Hurtful words, killings of genocide
survivors, assault and battery against the latter, massacres of Gacaca courts witnesses,
assault and battery against the latter, destruction of properties (material assets) of
genocide survivors, stone-throwing on houses of genocide survivors, hiding the truth on
genocide due to corruption, tracts and the direct threats are the origin of the trauma of the
genocide survivors. Indeed, not only all this violence pushes to the reminiscence of
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agonizing atrocities of the 1994 genocide, but also makes people think these atrocities
may resume in the future. That’s how traumatic desorders reach their climax in the
genocide survivors’ minds. These two examples show that the fight against violence has to
be made on several fronts and by multiple actors or organs at a time.
Next is the sub chapter on strategies that need to be implemented in order to eradicate
post-genocide violence in Rwanda.

6.2. CAUSES OF VIOLENCE AND THEIR UNDERPINNINGS
The causes of violence have crosscutting and cyclic characteristics; this means that these
causes apply to different types of violences at a time. This is among other things the
reoccurrence of most causes in explanations of multiple and various types of violence.
Starting with the case of wickedness which comes often in explaining several types of the
post-genocide violence either inside families or in the communauty, two questions can be
asked:
-

Is wickedness a distinctive onological feature for Rwandans and their culture?
Otherwise are Rwandans naturally wicked?

-

If that is not the case, is there any plan, any aim behind this wickedness?

As wickedness is not a distinctive feature of Rwandans or of their culture, it was necessary
to consider the 2nd question as the lead in analysing causes of different types of violence
perpetrated in Rwanda since the 1994 genocide until 2007 (year of study). First, the study
listed causes for all types of violence that have been identified by respondents. We
afterwards associated each cause with different types of violence. This approach allowed
us know the underpinnings of violence, that’s profound roots and aims as well as
determine the body or institution that need to be involved in the fight against this violence.
There also we show the scale and significance of each cause based on types of violence
that they occasion. Indeed a good strategy against a disease is the one that deals with its
profound roots and determines at the same time the institution to do it. When a tree is cut
down its stump can still push, grow and have offshoots after a period of time, even if the
dead tree will never rise again. It is from this logic that we searched for profound roots for
causes and violence as well stakeholders or actors that can engage in this fight; and on
this we made recommandations from this study.
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The causes of every type of violence are analyzed in the chapter four. In order not to
repeat what has been said, we limit ourselves in the present chapter to associate every
cause to the different types of violence of which it is the origin to show its foundations or its
deep roots before proposing, consequently, the actual recommendations and actors
disposed to put them in action. The deep causes of the violence that tear apart the
Rwandan society after the 1994 genocide are transversal; it means that each of them is at
the origin of the violence resulting from several sectors or social domains at a time.
Therefore their eradication requires the simultaneous and concerted actions of the officers
and institutions having these domains or sectors in their remits.

6.3. STRATEGIES AND STAKEHOLDERS TO BE INVOLVED

6.2.1. THE FIGHT AGAINST WICKEDNESS
The scale of wickedness in the various types of violence perpetrated in Rwanda
from 1994 to 2007
Based on findings of this study wickedness, that is beyond any understanding, is at the
origin of the three types of domestic physical violence (assault and battery, killings of the
spouses and infanticide), of 100% of the domestic physical violence identified in the
Rwandan post-genocides families by respondents, prescisely as the excessive anger that
is also a matter for wickedness. This latter is moreover on the basis of 100% of the types
of community sexual violence and the four community physical violence out of seven listed
in the society, corresponding to 66.66% of the cases. These four types of community
physical violence are the following: assault and battery against Gacaca courts witnesses,
assault and battery not directly linked to the genocide, killings not directly linked to the
genocide and mutilation of the organs of the body.
Besides, wickedness is to blame for six types of community psychological and economic
violence out of nine that have been identified in the Post-genocide Rwandan society,
corresponding to 66.66% of the cases. These types of violence are the destruction of the
material assets of the genocide survivors, stones-throwing of the houses of the genocide
survivors, tracts, intimidation or the direct threat, hurtful words, complicity in imprisonment
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with proportions of respondents varying between 34.4% and 48.8% of respondents, except
for the hurtful words pointed out by 23% of respondents.
As for bitterness and revenge that are closely linked to wickedness, they are at the origin
of five types of community physical violence out of six that have been identified in the
Rwandan society, corresponding to 83.33% of all cases. It has to do with assault and
battery against genocide survivors and Gacaca courts witnesses, with assault and battery
not directly linked to genocide and mutilations of the body. Hatred that is also related to
wickedness is to blame for assault and battery against Gacaca courts witnesses, the
killings of the genocide survivors and the mutilation of the organs of the body.
As one can note it from findings above, at the community level wickedness and related
attitudes (excessive anger, HATRED, vengeance and bitterness) push to assault and
battery against genocide survivors and Gacaca courts witnesses, destruction of the
material assets of genocide survivors, stone-throwing on houses of genocide survivors,
tracts, intimidations or direct threats, hurtful words causing trauma to genocide survivors
and finally of the killings of the genocide survivors. They also intervene so much in the
assault and battery, the killings and the mutilations of the body not direcly linked to the
genocide.
From these data we can put forward the hypothesis that the upsurge of the violence in the
Rwandan society of after 1994 is mainly linked to genocide. Wickedness observed in
Rwanda after the 1994 genocide is not neutral; obviously genocide ideology is hiding
behind and jealousy is underpinning it. An unmarried mother nearly died of assault and
battery by her direct brother in Butare. The brother was very jealous of her due to the fact
that she only gave birth to male babies meaning potential heirs according to the Rwandan
traditional mentality, whereas he had girls only. Rwandans are jealous of the successes of
the others. But this unspeakable act comes out of ignorance. It is as if the criminal does
not know that the law of November 1999 gives equal rights to girls and boys to family
inheritance in the same conditions and circumstances. It should be recognized however
that this wickedness as well as the ethnic hatred have been accentuated by the practices
of the political powers that ran the country since 1919 until 1994. They have been
cunningly reinforced, instrumentalized, or even deep-rooted in the minds of some of
Rwandans by colonization, history, education, speeches, political actions and programs,
media, religious confessions as well as by massive involvement in atrocities of the 1994
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genocide. All these facts contributed significantly in nothing but socializing and spreading
wickedness in Rwanda like an infectious disease. It has become a mentality, a sub culture
peculiar to some of Rwandans. It cannot be uprooted at once, as by a stroke of magic
wand. It requires for the long-term efforts that must be led to several fights by very wideranging actors.


Involvement of all agents and organs of socialization with the major role of
the National Unity and Reconciliation Commission (CNUR)

In our opinion, one of the ways to reduce this phenomenal wickedness which is the basis
of very numerous types of post-genocides violence, as shown above, is among others the
education and the sensitization of people through all agents and organs of socialization
such as solidarity camps (ingando) that proved themselves in Rwanda, sketchs and plays,
movies, profane songs, religious songs, media, local and national festivals, civil society
(religious confessions, local and international NGO’s, various associations including those
of national unity and reconciliation), operational political parties on the ground, public
administration, public and private firms and education system (secondary schools, higher
institutes and universities). All religious confessions that always gather a lot of believers
should stigmatize and denounce all expressions of wickedness in the post-genocide
Rwandan society through homilies, sermons, predications and exhortations of every day.
The sketchs and the plays must take into account various expressions of wickedness in
the society and must propose some ways to cope with it. They must reflect this
wickedness and must put it face of Rwandans in order to call out their conscience. In the
quarters, stadiums, associations, NGO’s, enterprises, administrations, secondary schools
and higher learning institutions and universities whereby they will be played on radio as on
television, they should serve as introduction to well prepared contradictory public debates.
The production of these sketchs and plays can be done by organizing prize awarding
contests for example on the local and national levels. It would then be up to the National
unity and Reconciliation Commission to play a leading role in their finalization and
enrichment of the content of these channels of sensitization and education on the plague
of wickedness in the post genocide Rwandan society.
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Pursuit of enforcement of legal sanctions cracking down every type of
violence in their entire rigor by courts and tribunals, the police, Gacaca
courts and the grassroots leaders.

The findings of this study synthesized in the figure 5.5 of the chapter 5 dedicated to the
level of involvement of respondents and the community in the alternative conflicts
resolution methods, reveal that only 35.20% of respondents very often ask for forgiveness
(apologize) for their wrongdoings whereas those who very often forgive form 47.20% of
respondents (figure 5.3). It means that people very often willing to forgive have a greater
number than those who very often ask for forgiveness. Besides it was found in chapter 4
dedicated to causes of violence that those who kill, wound and beat to death genocide
survivors or often attack Gacaca courts witnesses and upright Gacaca officers are people
who have firm determination of hiding the truth on genocide and who have fear to ask for
forgiveness. Here is a problem that is likely to compromise the implementation of
alternative conflict resolution methods and mechanisms for reconciliation of Rwandans to
achieve a lasting peace. Indeed this is trueprovided it is difficult to forgive someone who
does not ask for it as highlighted by by a woman member of Gacaca courts upright officers
(inyangamugayo) of Shangi Sector in Nyamasheke district (Western Province) where this
problem arised with acuteness.
It is not only the enforcement of sanctions provided for by the law that can alleviate
wickedness of people alleged genocide criminals in particular and of many Rwandans in
general. Sensitization actions and education in which must be involved all daily operational
organs of socialization in Rwanda must be led similitaneously with strict enforcement and
without complaisance in legal sanctions against acts of violence most frequent and with
heaviest consequences. That is going to contribute efficiently to the uncompromising fight
against impunity under its shapes provided that impunity is a powerful factor of
socialization and multiplication of crimes in the society. Therefore the responsibility comes
back to security services, the police, courts, grassroots leaders or entities, of the Gacaca
courts and even of the population who must invest in the denunciation of the violence of
which it is daily witness or victim by the authorized organ.
The police, Gacaca courts and grassroots leaders must put seriousness in instructing files
intended to courts. We learned with indignation on the ground that many criminals are
often released because their files are judged practically empty, incomplete or not well
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grounded by entitled services. There is need to proceed by refresher courses for national
police officers, Gacaca courts upright officers and grassroots leaders if necessary on
instructing files of people charged for notorious violence.


Absolute necessity for involvement of the population in denunciation of
the crimes of which they are witness or victim to the police and to
grassroots leaders.

Penalties cannot be pronounced until the the crimes are made known to the police, to
security services, the public prosecutor's office or grassroots leaders. This study has
shown in chapter 3 dedicated to types and scale of violence that the frequency or spead of
violence of all types tend to decrease in the post-genocide Rwandan society. Indeed for all
types of violence, absolute majority of respondents correspond to violence that have
occurred one to three times during the last 12 months prior to this study (in the year 2007),
except for community physical violence (that mostly targets the genocide survivors) where
this absolute majority concentrate to violence that occurred between 4 and 6 times during
the same period. In general these proportions decrease when it comes to 4 to 4
occurrence during the same period and again fall considerably everywhere to below 10%
of respondents for 7 and more occurrence. Fingings show that frequency, repetition and
spead of violence tend incontestably to decrease. We happily learned from respondents
that this tendentious overall decrease of violence can be explained by exemplary
sanctions inflicted to people who perpetrated this violence when offences are brought to
the police and grassroots leaders.
Respondents including grassroots leaders and security services (police) declared with
even a big conviction that results would be again more spectacular if all kinds of violence
were denounced and brought by the population to these two bodies. They deplored the
fact that some people guilty of serious domestic and community violence continue to
operate without concern because they benefit from the silent complicity in their families
and in the community. Individuals must be sensitized by grassroots leaders so that they
denounce violence of which they are often witnesses or victims.

6.2.2. THE FIGHT AGAINST GENOCIDE IDEOLOGY AND NEGATION
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Genocide ideology and negation is to blame for three community physical violence out of
the six that were recorded in the society, corresponding to 50% of the cases. It is about the
assault and battery against genocide survivors, of the assault and battery against Gacaca
courts witnesses and the killings of the genocide survivors. According to this study, all
physical violence that especially target genocide survivors are entirely due to genocide
ideology and are perpetrated either in the framework of denying this one, or in the bid to
finishing the macabre killing work massively begun in 1994.
According to 23.8% of respondents, either close to the quarter of respondents, prostitution
is also used as extermination weapon by the contamination of HIV/AIDS, precisely as
during the period of the Rwandan genocide in 1994. Furthermore according to findings of
this study, the origin of all physical violence especially targeting genocide survivors and
Gacaca courts witnesses are animated by the manifest and daring will to erase the tracks
of genocide and the fear of the truth or of apologizing. Still according to the findings of this
study, other types of physical violence that can be noticed today in the society, namely
assault and battery, killings and mutilations of the body, are not directly linked to genocide.
They are perpetrated by contamination spirit. Those who got involved in genocide by
brutally killing and with indescribable cruelty of numerous people are always moved up by
killers’ mentality wHATREDver reason it may be and this mentality cannot come out of his
mind overnight. During a long time genocide criminals will constitute a real deadly danger
for all humans. It is said in Kinyarwanda that ‘better throw very far from the enclosure a
stick that was used to beat your rival’ (Inkoni ikubise mukeba uyirenza urugo). By there it
should be seen that the sub-culture of violence does not save anybody. As soon as a
mentality of killing get settled in the minds of people everybody is concerned or is potential
target. Paragraphs above show that those who committed the crime of genocide seem
obviously always animated by the firm willing and determination to pursue their macabre
work and thus to contribute to the socialization of their crime by preaching for example".


Systematic organization by the National Unity and Reconciliation
Commission of solidarity camps meant for all people alleged genocide
criminals and provisionally released with no exception following the
calendar of the releases communicated by penitentiary services.

There is an urgent and imperious necessity of the systematic organization of solidarity
camps for people alleged genocide criminals and provisionally released by the National
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Unity and Reconciliation Commission. According to findings on the ground, it is only
between 2003 and 2005 that solidarity camps were organized systematically without
exception for all people alleged genocide criminals and provisionally released. Since that
time the rythm of releases did not follow the one for organizing solidarity camps
temporarily since then. Some people alleged genocide criminals who are provisionally
released go back in their families and in the society that they had torn before without
transition, without intermediate or preparatory stage.
Penitentiary services should always communicate the calendar of temporary released of
people alleged genocide criminals to the the National unity and Reconciliation Commission
at least six months before, so that the latter can make useful arrangements for preparation
and organization of solidarity camps. People alleged genocide criminals and temporarily
released have greatly need of a prior education on the new project of society being
instaured in Rwanda and a social rehabilitation. In the contrary case they will continue to
spill over Wickedness and the violence, that is their sub-culture of violence. Besides, we
strongly recommend that the solidarity camps organized to their intention be periodic
because it is not easy to uproot a mentality anchored in the minds following the practices
and indoctrination of about one century. A lot of time is necessary and major efforts


Pursuit and reinforcement of solidarity camps for pupils, students and their
teachers to counterbalance monopolistic diffusion of ethnicity in families

In order to fight against ethnicity and ethnic hatred it is necessary to bet once again on
solidarity camps for teachers, pupils of secondary schools of all education sectors of
(public, private and government sponsored private schools) and the students of the higher
education and university be they public or private. According to the December 2007 report
of a commission of the Chamber of the deputies, 84 out 637 secondary schools present
vector elements of the genocide ideology. Out of 32 secondary schools visited by a
parliamentary commission 26 were found to be undermined by this ideology which
emerges through the marginalization of pupils who survived from the 1994 genocide. To
illustrate this, two secondary schools have been mentioned as example. It is the Gaseke
secondary school in the Northern Province where circulated a text of 10 points recalling 10
commandments of the Hutus, published before genocide by the extremist newspaper
Kangura whose editor-in-chief was sentenced to 35 years of imprisonment by the ICTR.
The second school is Shyogwe secondary school based in the Southern Province. In
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these two schools were found tracts threatening the Tutsis of massive extermination. The
same report recommends to the governmental authorities to send back and to take before
courts the teachers having the genocide ideology and to send the minor or the before age
pupils in centers of rehabilitation (MBONARUZA, 2008, 3).
We have realized following the study carried out by the Senate and the Parliament over
the last four years that the ethnist and divisionnist ideology left the public place and took
refuge in the families. The ethnist ideology and of genocide who has serious effects to the
small children of some primary and secondary schools can only get its source in the
family. Our study also aims at confirming this reality. The organization of the solidarity
camps to the intention of the pupils and students would make the counterbalance of the
monopolistic diffusion of the ethnist ideology in the families.


Increasing, reinforcement and follow-up of Unity and Reconciliation
associations in all vital sectors of the national life.

Increasing, backing and especially following up of unity and reconciliation associations in
all vital sectors are the tasks that are entrusted to the National Unity and Reconciliation
Commission. On the ground it is obvious that some of these associations exist only by
name. But these are existing structures that need to be strengthened. The follow-up of
these associations is of a vital importance that may even require creation of a special
directorate (task force) within the Commission.


Trying and cracking down all violence inspired by the genocide ideology on
the very place of the crime on the occasion of the fairground chambers

To deal with major evils such as persistence of genocide ideology enourmous exceptional
means are necessary. Trying and cracking down violence inspired by the genocide
ideology must not only be fast, dissuasive, exemplary, but also be organized especially on
the very place of the crime in the eyes of those who live there by organizing fairground
chambers. This can be done for example thanks to the collaboration between ordinary
tribunals and Gacaca courts. Sentences inflicted to criminals by the justice not only intend
to punish and correct wrongdoers but also to give a lesson to their community members.
This lesson may be well learnt if trials and sanctions are pronounced on the field of crime
to impress criminals’ neighbors. Currently, delinquents and wrongdoers are arrested and
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are put into jail. Every time they appear in front of justice from the jail until the day they are
judged. Criminal’s neighbors are not even aware of penalties he/she was sentenced to.
Fairground chambers would be an opportunity to popularize the laws cracking down
perpetrated crime, to sensitize local population on its severity and to get it involved in the
search and denunciation of similar offences to liable bodies, especially the police and
grassroots leaders. Finally, as quickly as possible, Parliamentarians should vote the bill of
law presently under study reinforcing sanctions against violence directly linked to ethnicity
and genocide ideology. On-ground experience reassures that reinforcing these sanctions
can so much contribute to the eradication of the these violence.


Involvement of Rwandan media in the fight against genocide ideology in
close collaboration with the National Unity and Reconciliation Commission.

Trying and giving verdict on the ground of crime should benefit from large mediatic
coverage. Moreover, media should broadcast as frequently as possible plays and
structural sketchs on contradictions of the post-genocide Rwandan society and organize
public debates on this topic. The National Unity and Reconciliation Commission should do
all that is possible so that the violence denoting or ensuing from genocide ideology or
ethnicity benefit from large mediatic coverage in preparing and making available
information for all press institutions operational in the country, through several press
conferences for example. In collecting this information meant to the press, it is necessary
to go through the parliamentary reports, reports of associations of unity and reconciliation
disseminated in vital sectors of the national life across the country, associations like
IBUKA, etc. Media should in this way contribute to the fight against ethnicity and genocide
ideology by denouncing them with evidence as frequently as possible. Consequently the
trend opposite to ethnicity and genocide ideology would by there win the ground. It is worth
to keep in mind that whatever is published by media nourishes people’s conversations.

6.2.3. THE FIGHT AGAINST ETHNICITY AND ETHNIC HATRED TO PROMOTE
REAL RWANDAN CITIZEN VALUES
Ethnicity and the ethnic hatred always overlap. They are the deep causes of killings of
spouses and sexual harassment at school according to 20% and 9.1% of respondents
respectively. In addition, they are at the origin of two physical violence (assault and battery
against genocide survivors and killings of genocide survivors) out of the three that
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specifically target the survivors, that’s 66.66% of cases found in the Rwandan society, as
well as six types of psychological and economic violence out of nine recorded, that’s
66.66% of all cases too. These six types of violence are the destruction of material assets
belonging to genocide survivors (according to 14.9% of respondents), stone-throwing on
genocide survivors’ houses (30% of respondents), tracts (4.2%), intimidation or direct
threat (17.3%), hurtful words (35%) and complicity in imprisonment (23.4% of
respondents). Added to dissimilation of the truth on genocide or negation of this one, these
types of violence are among others the source of traumatic crises very often experienced
by genocide survivors. Indeed, they aggravate reminiscence of genocide atrocities or
prompt to think of its imminent resumption.


Sensitization Campaigns drawing from Rwandan citizen values in history and
traditional social institutions of Rwanda.

There is also need for sensitization campaigns drawing from Rwandan citizen values in
traditions and Rwandan traditional social institutions would also be necessary. One would
show for example that Tutsis, Hutus and Twas had a same language, the same religious
confessions (Ryangombe, Nyabingi), the same clans (imiryango or amashanga and often
Ubwoko) and the same totems that are emblematic symbols like flag and national anthem,
same king, same customs, etc. Clans formed the basis for not only individual identification
criteria but also social criteria. There is good reason to put out and promote the Rwandan
citizen and patriotic values from the Rwandan cultural fund. One would then show the
origin and the evolution of the ethnicity that culminated with the 1994 Rwandan genocide.


Introduction of a course on eradication of ethnicity and genocide ideology in
the national eductation system.

In fact, it would be essential to introduce in the national education system a course on
eradication of ethnic and the genocide ideologies. This course would be adapted and
would be tought in primary, secondary as well as in higher learning institutions and
Universities. This requires compiling manuals whose content is primarily adapted to every
education level. The ministry of education must get involved therefore in the fight against
the ideologies of genocide and ethnicity in Rwanda.
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Explaining and denouncing ravaging effects of ethnicity and genocide
ideology by grassroots leaders through all circumstances including
performance-based contracts

Grassroots leaders should not miss any opportunity to explain, to stigmatize and to
denounce ravaging effects of the ethnicity and the genocide ideology. They should for
example take advantage from days of community works, conviviality ceremonies as well
as festivals organised on cells and agglomerations level (imidugudu). The fight against
ethnicity and genocide ideology should also be put forward to the first plan in performancebased contracts for grassroots leaders and politico-administrative bodies.

Successful

implementation (with supporting tangible evidence) of these contracts should be awarded
by decorations and honorary merit awards at local levels (sectors and districts), provincial
and even national level for example on occasion of national heroes’ day.
The case of sector of Kaduha in Gisagara district (Southern Province) recalled in chapter 4
shows that good governance among grassroots leaders can significantly contribute to
efficient protection of genocide survivors and to the eradication of genocide ideology or
ethnicity. Genocide survivors in this sector suffered from a lot of physical violence (killings
of genocide survivors, assault and battery against genocide survivors) before 2003. They
reassured that their security has been efficiently re-established with the arrival of new
leaders of Kaduha sector and Gisagara District. Today genocide ideology and ethnicity
can be very rarely found in this area. MINALOC should learn and apply all lessons from
this experience of Gisagara district.

6.2.4. THE FIGHT AGAINST IGNORANCE
Ignorance is another curse of the post-genocide Rwandan society. Especially it is at the
origin of sexual violence be they inside families or at community level. Indeed, ignorance is
to blame for two types of domestic sexual violence out of four which were identified by
respondents, corresponding to 50% of the cases recorded. These two types of violence
are rape of children and child sexual abuse inside their own families (according to 45.8%
of respondents) and forced sex by husbands of which women are victims (24.4% of
respondents).
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Ignorance is also the deep cause of killings of spouses by their partners. Killings are one
of three types of domestic physical violence, especially assault and battery, infanticide and
killings of spouses. Furthermore, ignorance plays a key role, according to respondents, in
the deprivation of liberty of relation and the fundamental rights to the woman as well as in
the woman's repudiation, up to 42.86% of the domestic community psychological and
economic violence. Again according to our respondents, ignorance is one more one of the
basis of the three community psychological and economic violence out of the nine that
were identified in the Rwandan society by these respondents. These three types of
violence are intimidation or direct threats, discrimination and corruption. Finally
respondents pointed out that ignorance is at the origin of six types of community sexual
violence out of 7 that were identified in the Rwandan society, corresponding to 85.71% of
all cases. Those are Girls and women trafficking, forced marriage (71% of respondents),
kidnapping (36% of respondents), and sexual harassment at the workplace, in schools and
in prayers’ rooms. Here, what is being talked about is among other things lack of
knowledge, ignorance of the laws, of national policy on gender, naivety, low level of
understanding and inculcation of ongoing reforms in the social domain and inexperience in
this domain. Hence the fight against ignorance must be led on several fronts by various
intervening parties.


The need to engage CNLS, HAGURUKA, IMBUTO and religious confessions in
the fight against ignorance.

Ignorance (ubujiji in Kinyarwanda) as cause of several type of violence in the postcolonial
Rwandan society can have several interpretations. Nouveau Petit Robert dictionary (1996)
provides two definitions to ignorance. According to the first definition, ignorance is the lack
of education, of knowledge, of intellectual skills or general knowlege. Indeed sexually
abusing babies and raping small girls as a cure against HIV/AIDS (according to 13.8% of
respondents), sexual impotence to old people or as means to have multiple chances for
success in life, is due to sexual perversion and especially to lack of knowledge on
HIV/AIDS and reproductive health or dynamics of individual success in life. The fight
against ignorance that emerges under this shape must mobilize all organizations which
fight against HIV/AIDS and those fighting for promotion of child's rights in Rwanda.
Especially we think of CNLS and HAGURUKA as well as IMBUTO associations. CNLS
should intensify explanatory campaigns on HIV/AIDS and reproductive health in stressing
with HAGURUKA and IMBUTO on children who do not escape from rapists.
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The spreading of HIV/AIDS as weapon for ethnic extermination in the Rwandan society
has also been confirmed by 23.8% of respondents. Insofar as contamination of HIV/AIDS
is always used like extermination weapon as during the 1994 Rwandan genocide, the
National program of the fight against HIV/AIDS should engage in the sensitization to
caution people of this danger. CNLS has all the assets to fight against this deadly violence
happening inside families and in the community, considering that it has sufficient means
be it technical or logistics and large network of dynamic services on sector levels
countrywide. Sensitization must also target various associations of people living with
HIV/AIDS that are backed and assisted by CNLS and NGO’s. Spreading HIV/AIDS to poor
innocent children falsely believing that it is a miraculous cure to this disease or due to
obsessional idea to exterminate a group is ignominiously (ignobly) an immoral act that
should call upon all religious confessions in Rwanda for sensitization campaigns fitting with
the dimension of the crime and wickedness. These religious confessions should include
this theme in their every day homilies, sermons, predications and exhortations as well as
in their functional alphabetisation projects.
It is indicated in chapter 4, dedicated to causes of violence, that non assistance to family is
consequence of adultery according to 33.8% of respondents. Adultery also is to blame for
abandonment of family by men as testified by 19.5% of respondents. The fight against
prostitution for aforementioned reasons will have positive impacts on domestic stability and
especially on the fate of children who are the first victims of abandonment and non
assistance to family. It was also noticed according to 43.3% of respondents, that
infanticide perpetrated by girls is due to their self-esteem, that means deep attachment to
their personal dignity and anxiety to avoid at all cost getting her personal honor stained,
and according to 28.9% of respondents, due to refusal of the pregnancy by people
responsible of them. Therefore the use of condoms, faithfulness of spouses or abstinence
to avoid contamination to HIV/AIDS also constitute a means of prevention of infanticide for
girls in minimizing risks of undesired pregnancies, for reasons evoked above.
Besides, it was found that refusing sex to marital partners is most often motivated by fear
of HIV contamination as ascertaineds by 31.4% of respondents. Sensitization to periodic
HIV voluntary counselling and testing can decrease domestic conflicts ensuing from sex
refusal and as a result decrease forced sex by husbands. As is noticeable through some of
these examples, successful sensitization campaigns on means against HIV/AIDS and their
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effective implementation can have positive effects on the fight against various domestic
violence in the Rwandan society.


Role of MIGEPROFE and MIJESPOC in the fight against domestic violence
caused by ignorance itself and inexperience in genre issue

According to one of Le Nouveau Grand Robert definitions ignorance is the lack or
insufficiency of knowledge and practices in a determined domain or total inexperience in
this one. It is also in this sense that respondents took the concept of ignorance. In their
understanding absence or insufficiency of knowledge, of practices or total inexperience
apply mainly to gender policy which strongly contrasts with the very deep-rooted traditions
to which people are still tied. Definite implementation of gender policy in Rwanda
especially since 1999 and its remarkable political and social success exceed
understanding of a big part of Rwandans, particularly conservative, living in rural areas.
Let’s take example on gender success in the political domain. Rwanda takes the lead
across the world and in the history with regard to women representation in the Parliament.
On the social point of view, the November 1999 law established monogamous marriage
and recognized the right of women and girls to inheritance in all domains. Rwandans have
not been sufficiently prepared on this. We have big innovations that still face difficulties
enterring in customs because of stereotypes (beliefs and very deep convictions, models
and logical traditional thoughts, ways of thinking, understanding and interpretation of
things, old social practices) that are still working in the Rwandan society. These
stereotypes regarding women's status were built and entrenched in minds by practices of
the Rwandan traditional society, of colonial and postcolonial politics at least until 1994.
For many Rwandans influenced by these stereotypes, radically revolutionary innovations
brought by gender policy are simply strange that these people haven’t so far internalised
and feel completely lost. During fieldworks, men demonstrated their anxious concern with
regard to rough implementation of this ambitious gender policy in Rwanda. They said
especially that ‘men no longer have a voice on in front of women in their families’
(Ntamugabo ukigira ijambo murugo rwe) provided that "grassroots leaders and various
associations always position themselves unconditionally at the women’s side to back them
up ".
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Revolted and completely desperate, men react therefore by repudiating their wives and in
depriving them from fundamental rights and relationship (adherence to associations,
joining people and women associations or NGOs). Yet these rights are advocated and
firmly safeguarded by grassroots leaders, women associations and the police in
accordance with the National policy. Men have not yet perceived and internalised the bill of
the Rwandan society completely renovated which is totally different from the one of the
past. They consider it like a completely reversed world because of stereotyped traditional
mentality.
We are witnessing in the post-genocide Rwanda what anthropologists and sociologists call
cognitive dissonance phenomenon which constitutes a big communication problem.
According to Patrick TRAUBE (1992: 382), a Belgian psychologist and psychotherapist of
the Mons University, cognitive dissonance characterizes a state where new information or
practice introduces a crack, an internal incoherence or contradiction between cognitive
elements that comprise social representation (ideas, beliefs, values, practices, logical
reasoning and interpretation of socially shared things). Consequently this information and
this practice touches evident feeling, which means something that was obviously thought
about, believed and practiced. In this way, mechanisms aiming at reducing this dissonance
(feeling of embarrassment, of dissatisfaction, of deep uneasiness) should be set. These
mechanisms are the filtering of information and practices. Thus, information and practices
that contest representation are merely underestimated or redefined to make them
compatible or to put them in harmony with current representation. Very often these
mechanisms occur spontaneously, automatically and unconsciously. The phenomenon of
dissonances is a very serious problem both for communicologist and for their target
groups. As commonly said, custom is a second nature and people do not easily succeed in
getting rid of it. It is often very painful for them.
Some Rwandans have difficulty understanding, accepting and supporting the revolutionary
gender policy in Rwanda as their minds are saturated by traditional mentality. We can
remind on this an unfortunate case that has been reported by a priest of Butare. It is about
a man who nearly killed his sister with machete. This sister was an unmarried mother who
had male children (sons) only while his brother had girls (daughters) only. Whereas the
November 1999 law allows girls to inherit the same as boys, the malefactor jealous of his
sister continued to convincingly think in 2007 that only his girls can inherit their family's
assets. This is due to unconscious ignorance of the laws linked with his deep attachment
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to stereotypes of traditional society. The Rwandan traditional society is patrilinear
(progeny, succession or inheritance in paternal line) and patriarchal (exercise of the power
by men). These features have been reinforced with colonial and post-colonial practices
until 1994. Traditional society, deeprooted colonial and post-colonial practices became
‘behavioral matrices or models’ for Rwandans. Individuals are extremely comfortable when
they slip in behavioural matrices and models elaborate and intended to them by the
society (REZSOHAZY, 1992,: 370). Social behavioural models are actualized and
strengethened by practices and stereotypes that are for example in the case of Rwanda
some proverbs, sayings, formulas, tales, etc. We can give some stereotypes from the
Rwandan traditional society: Ushaka kugishira ipfa aracyibyalira; Impfizi yimiriza aho
irindiye (the bull gets onto the cow for sex whenever and wherever it feels the need of it);
Urugo ruvuze umugore ruvuga umuhoro (to give the speech to woman in the family leads
to extermination of this family); Nta nkokokazi ibika isake ihari (hen can never sing in
presence of rooster).

One can add to these proverbs and sayings traditional social

practices which completely undervalue women to the profit of men. It is particularly about
relative practices to treatment of women just after giving birth and to ceremonies of giving
names to newborns. In the Rwandan traditional society a woman who had just delivered a
badyboy had right to seven days of total rest equivalent to maternity leave, to consistant
and fire to keep her warm. Contrarily, a woman who delivered a babygirl with resignation
had merely three days of rest and a precarious fire because instead strong firewood with
lasting heat, they used straw to make fire. The day of assigning names to the baby after
maternity holiday, the boy was shown his father's fields and cows. Contrarily, on this
occasion, the girl was shown fields and cows belonging to unknown people on hills very
faraway and almost invisible to mean that she can never inherit her father's assets. These
examples of Rwandan stereotypes can be put in relation with the contempt whose women
are object and which several times were recalled as causing domestic sexual violence
perpetrated against women: rape of children and child sexual abuse in families according
to 28.9% of respondents, forced sex (14.9% of respondents) and repudiation of women
(16% of respondents). Contempt to women also at least partially explains at community
level, rape of women (30.9% of respondents), sexual harassment at the workplace (25.2%
of respondents), at school (18.8% of respondents) and in prayers’ rooms (31.2% of
respondents).


Education and sensitization campaign on Gender policy from the Rwandan
cultural asset (by MIGEPROFE)
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Uncompromising implementing of the revolutionary gender policy does not go hand in
hand with evolution of mentality in this domain for many Rwandans. It is therefore
imperative to push this mentality in positive way to allow legitimate and promising
ambitions of gender policy in Rwanda. One of sensitization campaigns likely to reach
expected results is the one that is centered on one hant to stereotypes and behavioural
models elaborated through the history and traditional social practices and, on the
relevance of revolutions of the ongoing gender policy since 1999 on the other hand. It is
imperiously necessary to establish a bridge between traditional practices and the ongoing
gender policy to alleviate the famous cognitive dissonance phenomenon of which that
have just been recalled. Concerning the first aspect, some stereotypes and behavioural
models of the Rwandan traditional society should be stigmatized first and foremost for
example during public debates in neighbourhoods, agglomerations and cells. Afterwards
grassroots gender affairs services should keep watching domestic violence related to this.
Everytime it will be necessary to situate stereotypes in their historico-social context. This
should be the opportunity to show that traditional mentality is fundamentally opposed to
the progress of the Rwandan society provided that Rwanda’s development and its
propulsion into modern nations’ arena is impossible if close to 53% of the population
formed of women are put aside. It should be emphasized that women played a
fundamental role economically, merely in the agro-pastoral society particularly taking care
of plantation works, maintenance of cows’ paddocks or transforming milk in bid to sell its
derivative products. Women’s economic role must adapt to the requirements of the
irreversible modernity in which the whole world is hired and in which Rwanda is also hired.
Regarding the second point, sensitization and education campaigns should make use of
some positive stereotypes of the Rwandan traditional society. Everybody complains for
example saying and repeating constantly that Rwandan proverbs and sayings are above
all noxious to women valorization and fulfilment. For example here can be mentioned the
proverb which says that ‘in family, giving the right to speak to a woman is producing
weapons of its extermination’. But this other Rwandan proverb which says that ‘Better wife
means better family to all points of view’ (Ukurusha umugore akurushya urugo) is
forgotten. Also forgotten is another proverb stating that: ‘the wife is the heart of the family
(Umugore umutima w'urugo). It well known that cardiac failure entails death, in other
words a wife is the very life of the family. By there the deep meaning of this proverb is
understood.
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Briefly people do not realize that negro-african philosophy is especially dialectic as this
Sudanese mythical tale confirms it: ‘God the Creator Ama asked the hyena what best is in
the world. The hyena brought him a woman. Then God the Creator Ama asked him what
worst is in the world. The hyena came back again with a woman. God the Creator Ama
asked him to explain why the woman is at a time the best and the worse of things in the
world. The hyena answered that it is by the woman that the whole good and the whole evil
come to the world. God the Creator Ama approved it’ (BOULANGER, 1977,: 116)
By observing very well, it can be noted that in the collections of Rwandan proverbs and
those of other African peoples, every proverb always has its opposites. It is to exhort
people to avoid extremes and always seek for the happy medium folowing circumstances
of life.
It is wellknown that proverbs are gifted of a big conviction capacity in all societies, because
these are experimental truths. Therefore it can be found in the Rwandan and African
cultural assets arguments and elements in favor of women's valorization and that can
serve as bridge between the Rwandan traditional mentality and revolutions of gender
policy in Rwanda. This strategy presents the advantage to avoid to people who do not
want to leave the traditions dissonance phenomenon that was recalled above and that is
the basis of a lot of misunderstandings leading to domestic and community violence of
which women are generally victim. It is necessary therefore that MIGEPROFE
revolutionizes and reinforce its sensitization strategies. In the fight against ignorance as in
the fight against other causes of the violence, it will be necessary to mobilize different
social control mechanisms at work in the renovated Rwandan society which are among
others performance-based contracts, Low chamber (chamber of deputees) and Senate,
education system, active political parties, courts and tribunals, laws, prisons, security
services, media, religious confessions, various associations, local and international NGOs,
grassroots leaders and even public opinion which make people known if they are wrong or
right in their attitudes and behaviors. Dissuasive and exemplary crackdown of violence
originating from ignorance can efficiently reverse the trend. MIGEPROFE should also get
involved in the consolidation of the Rwandan family for reasons that are explained below.


Absolute necessity for family consolidation through services of ‘family
counseling’ (by MIGEPROFE).
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It is often saids that the future of Rwanda closely depends on today’s youth. It is
wellknown that street children phenomenon is the consequence of poverty and of domestic
conflicts at the same time. Even those who persevere and stay in their families torn by
conflicts do not have an enviable fate. Actually what can be waited from children who are
born and grow in tragically families undermined and torn by multiple and varied domestic
violence. Children are particularly malleable and contaminable by bad examples while they
are still very young living daily and to their costs, growing in infernal cycle of hatred and
vengeance inside their families. They run the risk of reproducing these bad examples later
in their adult's life. As regards education parents cannot give to their children values which
they do not live on a day-ro-day basis. Then, of what will be made the Rwanda of
tomorrow considering the scale of domestic violence in the current Rwandan society.
Absolute necessity for ‘family counseling’ services is stimulated by the sad situation
inherited from the 1994 Rwandan genocide and to some extent by the abolition of
polygamy and free marital unions. Men who had to give up their 2nd, 3rd or 4th wives bring
children of these women to the wife who has been recognized legitimate by the November
1999 law as to punish her. According to witnesses from executive secretaries in charge of
requests from the population (people’s problems), many are also those men who refuse to
recognize children that they had before legal marriage. These children are therefore
sacrificed and deprived from their fundamental rights. During fieldworks we met women
complaining that they cannot support the load of all these children whereas they limit
themselves to the strict minimum the number their own children. It is one of problems that
‘family counseling’ services should solve with the collaboration of grassroots leaders.
There is another wide gap that these services should fill. A lot of young couples did not
benefit of any advice and examples from their parents, either parents passed away died
from genocide or they always run in forests of the Democratic Republic of Congo, or
otherwise that they are in prison for crime of genocide. There is a deep social crisis
therefore with regard to family model to follow. Consequently we recommend the creation
and increase of Family counselling institutions in cells and agglomerations so that they fill
the gap let by parents pertaining to family model. For example one should inspire from
NKUNDABANA Projects and associations supported by CARE and Gitarama Social affairs
Office supervised by religious sisters. These NKUNDABANA associations fill the gap let by
the death or absence of parents while taking care of children heading households.
Religious confessions and services of cells and agglomerations can contribute to the
achievement of this ideal so vital for the postgenocide Rwandan society. MIGEPROFE
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should look for ways and means to realize this recommendation by materilizing it into acts
on ground. Social services that take care of gender at the grassroots level with conciliators
(Abunzi) can be strengthened by decent families in agglomerations (Imidugudu) and cells
to constitute the core of ‘Family counseling’ services. ‘Family counseling’ services can also
be created and animate within basic communities of religious confessions as part of
domestic pastoral.
6.3.5. THE FIGHT AGAINST POVERTY THROUGH APPRORIATE BODIES
Poverty is the origin of eight types of domestic violence out of fourteen which have been
identified within the Rwandan society, that’s to say 57.14% of cases. Furthermore, it steps
in six community sexual violence out of seven listed by respondents, that’s 85.71% of
violence cases, in killings which are not linked with genocide, through the complicity in
imprisonment, in jealousy and corruption. Poverty stands finally as an obstacle to the unity
and reconciliation of the Rwandans at different levels.
Indeed, many are people who are alleged genocide criminals and provisionally released
who are willing to repair the wrongdoings and compensate genocide survivors. They fail to
honour their commitments due to poverty. The biggest issue is that poverty is the origin of
the complicity in imprisonment of innocent people. So many respondents emphised
declared that they often witness alliances between genocide survivors and their former
torturers in order to incriminate wrongly wealthy people because they have the means
which can help them pay the compensation. In this way genocide survivors hope to be
quickly compensated. At their side, associating wealthy innocent people in their crime, the
alleged genocide criminals who are provisionally released hope in this way to to be able to
quickly compensate the victims thanks financial means held by these innocent people.
The regrettable practice causes an excessive anger, bitterness and hatred often opening
to a cycle of violence in the society. It should be remembered that the 1994 Rwandan
genocide was pushed and amplified by among other things, the will of genocide criminals
to monopolize and take over properties belonging to victims whom they were jealous.
The above paragraphs tend to show that the fight against poverty is one of essential
conditions of the unity and reconciliation of the Rwandans, and consequently, of
everlasting peace building in Rwanda. In order to meet this noble and vital ideal at all
points of view, MINALOC (Ministry of Local Government, Good Governance and
Community Development) should double its efforts towards the improvement of
socioeconomic conditions of the majority of Rwandans; the same applies to MINECOFIN
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(Ministry of Finances and Economic Planning). IBUKA association and FARG (National
Fund for the genocide survivors) should strengthen their assistance to the genocide
survivors. Furthermore, there is a need for mobilising, making profitable the contribution of
religious confessions in the framework of social policy, bilateral, multilateral and
international cooperation, etc. In the same line of ideas, the efforts of the Rwandan
government should be associated to those of the civil society, that’s among others local
development association, local and international NGOs that dealing with the poorest of the
poor. It should be noted that socioeconomic development forms one of the forefronts in
fighting for unity and reconciliation of the Rwandans. The role of the National Unity and
Reconciliation Commission is to give this message and sensitise the national and
international opinion about it.
6.3.6. THE FIGHT AGAINST DRUNKENESS AND DRUG ABUSE BY THE POLICE,
RWANDA REVENUE AUTHORITY AND GRASSROOTS LEADERS
Drunkeness and drug abuse are the source of three types of domestic sexual violence out
of four that have been identified in the Rwandan society by respondents, that’s to say 75%
of all cases of domestic sexual violence. This is abour child sexual abuse and rape by
family members testified by 24.6% of respondents, forced sex confirmed by 10% of
respondents and child sexual abuse and rape by domestic workers. Drunkeness and drug
abuse are as well main causes of assault and battery, that’s to say 33.33% of domestic
physical violence and of five types domestic psychological and economic violence out of
seven which have been listed from the findings, that’s to say 71.42% of recorded cases.
Five types of domestic psychological and economic violence are deprivation of
fundamental rights to a wife, adultery, forced sex, abandoning his/her family nonassistance to family. Beyond families if one looks at the community, it is noticeable that the
drunkeness and drug abuse are the source of child sexual abuse and raping and three
types of physical violence not directly linked with genocide (assault and battery, killings
and mutilations of the body, that’s 50% of community physical violence cases.
In many rural, semi-urban and urban areas drunkeness and drug abuse form a social
disease with a wide scale. In some regions such as districts of Rubavu, Rutsiro and
Nyamasheke banana plantations for beer monopolize arable land with tea plantations at
the detriment of other food crops. Unfortunately banana plantation for beer does not
contribute to the local socioeconomic development. People desert fields for cabarets and
get drunk the day long at the cost of the family wellbeing. Once drunk these people
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completely lose their mind and get ready for adultery, fightand rape in the bars (cabarets)
and in families. MINALOC should seek for appropriate ways and means to limit to the
lowest banana plantation for beer provided it is not possible to keep on in such a situation.
Drunkeness and drug abuse accentuate people’s anger, wickedness and cruauty. It should
be kept in mind that the1994 Rwandan genocide broke records in short time due to the
fact that genocide criminals were abundantly supplied with hemp and called by media and
leaders of that time to excessively take it. Hemp is strong awakening weapon for
perpetrators of all sorts of violence. The police, security services and Rwanda revenue
authority should double their vigilance to halt the traffic and use of drug, especially hemp
of which main supply known sources are the Western Province (Districts of Rubavu and
Nyamasheke), Northern Province (District of Musanze) and Southern Province
(Gikongoro). The hemp makes prosperous transfrontier traffic from Uganda and, above all,
the Démocratic Republic of the Congo. These services should also double efforts for the
fight against consuming hemp and illegal alcohol made locally and regionally (Uganda and
especially Democratic Republic of the Congo).
6.3.7. THE FIGHT AGAINST JEALOUSY BY GRASSROOTS LEADERS
Jealousy is the origine of wickedness in the society, of all types of community physical
violence not direcly linked with genocide (assault and battery, killings and mutilation of the
body) and six types of psychological and economic violence out nine identified from the
findings, that’s to say 66.66% of psychological and economic violence cases. This six
community psychological and economic violence are the destruction of properties
belonging to genocide survivors, throwing stones over genocide survivors’ houses, direct
intimidation or threat, hurtful word and complicity in imprisonment.
We have previously highlighted the fact that the alleged genocide criminals who are
provisionally released from prisons associate to their crimes wealthy innocent people in
complicity with genocide survivors in bid to facilitate the payment of the compensation
over their multiple wrongdoings for which they are found guilty. The false and wicked
accusation to the wealthy people having important financial means by alleged genocide
criminals who are provisionally released from prisons is also explained by jealousy. It
should be remembered that during the 1994 genocide, interahamwe (genocide criminals)
killed people due to their properties of which they were jealous. False and wicked
accusations to innocent people by the same category of people, goes the same way.
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Finally the alleged genocide criminals who were provisionally released from prison as well
as the rest of the poor population are definitely jealous of a range of assistance from which
genocide survivors benefit in the the terms of healthcare, education and development
services. That’s the reason why the former give in to destroy the genocide survivors
properties and belongings (theft of crops in the fields, killing their cattle, setting fire into
their houses, razing off plants and banana plantations with machete, destroying the
pastureland, etc.), direct threats, discrimination, hurtful words and complicity in
imprisonment. Their complicity in silence does not make it easy to know all those who give
in to those vandalism acts so that they can be punished in an examplarly manner. One of
ways to deal with this situation is to make inhabitants of cells or villages, individually and
collectively aware and concerned with their security and above all that is happening.
Indeed, all those who wreak havoc live among the population and are certainly known by
their neighbours. Therefore the issue is in hands of grassroots leaders who have to find
ways and means to adapt to each situation in order to implement this recommendation.
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